Stowe is the home mountain of Matt Stillman, Josh Reid and everyone else at the
headquarters of the Rome SDS.
First time at Stowe:
The first time I ever rode Stowe I was a freshman in college; it was an early November
day, they had gotten a pretty decent early season storm and so I rallied up with a
bunch of buddies. We kept it mellow for like two runs and then started dipping into
the woods. Boney would be the right adjective but I remember thinking ‘damn this
is way different than anything I’ve ever ridden before’. From there it was Stowe or
bust. – Stillman
Stowe on a 12” day:
Definitely a competitive place on a pow day, you better be prepared to point it to your
destination. When the time is right, I’m a pretty big fan of Hayride and some of the
trees that border it. That way, you get back to the quad and keep moving before things
get tracked. – Stillman
I’ll probably haul-ass down Lift Line and make big pow turns. On the first run, the
steeper, narrow tree lines can wait a lap or two for high-speed face shots. – Josh
What makes Stowe a special place:
I think what makes Stowe so different and interesting for me is how rugged of a place
it really is. Ultimately, Stowe has really turned me into an opportunist. Since weather
can be so fickle, you really have to make the most of what you have on any given day.

Any given run I might want to float through some blower snow in the trees, lay an edge
when I pop back out on the groomers, and have the snap and pop to send it through the
jump line on North Slope. – Stillman
Best day ever there?
There have been a couple, but the one that sticks out is one that was during a re-set we
had in mid April of 2007 or 2008. After the mountain had largely melted out, it snowed
for about 8 straight days. Somewhere around the fifth day, it rained up until about 200
feet from the parking lot, so everyone stayed home. Those of us who drove up in the
rain had untracked turns for hours down lines that usually get tracked out in the first
half hour. – Josh
When there isn’t any pow, describe the stock run you and your crew like to ride.
Stock run is basically hitting all the frontside hits on the upper part of Lord before doing
the Sunrise roller. The old stump on the right side of Sunrise is gone, but there are still
some small features on that right side of the trail. When Sunrise runs back into Lord
and Standard, there’s a drop-down hit on the right followed by a left hand hip. Then it’s
either the Sign Hit on Standard or the rock drop with a flat landing on Lower Lord, to be
finished off with a lap through the North Slope park. – Josh

SQUAW VALLEY IS THE HOME MOUNTAIN OF JOHN GRAHAM, ROME’S CALIFORNIA REP SINCE DAY 1.
First time at Squaw was in 1989, pass holder since 1997.
First time at Squaw:
My first memory of Squaw was December of 1989 with my friend Steve Palmer. There
was an incredible amount of snow. The conditions were white out. New to this huge
ass resort we got lost. Then like a scene from the “Shining”, we rode up on the High
Camp Lodge on top of the Tram. Cold as hell we went in and wandered around in awe.
The place was empty. Then in some hidden bar in the lower levels of the lodge we met
some skier in day-glo who bought us some beer and lined us out on how to get down.
I knew from that day that Squaw had some realness I needed in my life.
What makes you keep coming back:
Squaw is truly an “all-mountain” resort. The whole mountain is the park. From hairy
spines, to zipper tight chutes, to massive cliff drops, to steep trees, to spaced-out
pillow lines, the terrain is perfect. And the parks are managed by SPT. All these
combined are a recipe for gnar.

It snowed 12”, what’s your go to first run?
If all goes well and all the lift open without any avalanche holds, it’s straight to Granite
Chief chair for first track cliff drops and a wide open pow field slash fest!!
Stock run with the crew.
Well as you know the run starts at the bottom of the lift so…we crush our cans, box
out a funi car (gondola) for ourselves, make the call on what run we are about to get
gnar on, take a quick transfer lap to the Siberia chair for a rip down the ridge to the top
of the park. After rolling the park then it’s down the mountain run to the cooler in my
truck, apres everyday!!
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DESIGNED TO POP—OFF LIPS, OUT OF TURNS AND INTO TRICKS

THE HIGH-TECH SLED FOR RIDERS WHO FREERIDE,
HIKE FOR POW AND LAP PARK

The OG camber powerhouse built for going big, stomping deep landings and bringing technical
mayhem to the full mountain. Stale has been riding this board for years because of its
unparalleled response and power. From double-corks to explosive gravity defying nollies, the
Mod is the weapon of choice for team riders and camber junkies everywhere.
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AirPop Core Matrix
SuperlightBiax Laminate
SinterCarbon Base
TurboRods – Carbon Reverse Radial V
Z-Tech 1.0

MEN’S BOARDS / ALL-MOUNTAIN FREESTYLE

153

This all-mountain assassin is armed with rockered agility to float and press but reinforced with a
flat-cambered backbone to pop, hold an edge and rip through chunder. Always a Syndicate and inhouse favorite, the Mod Rocker is the daily driver of more riders because of its high-tech versatility.
Advanced response for peak, piste, and park—the Mod Rocker is 100% pure snowboarding.

AirPop Core Matrix
SuperlightBiax Laminate
SinterCarbon Base
TurboRods – Carbon Double Barrel
Z-Tech 1.0

STAY POSITIVE ROCKER

FREEPOP ROCKER CAMBER

From contact point to contact point,
pure positive camber—for riders who
demand it.

Stable flat camber in the mid-body of
the board with press-happy rocker in
the nose and tail.

FLEX
POWERFUL
9

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
7
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MODERN CAMBER FUELS THE NEW ALL-MOUNTAIN DESTROYER

ALL-NEW SHAPE AND FLEX FOR POWDER SLASHES, RAILED TURNS,
AND TWEAKED METHODS
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158 BJORN
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• SuperPop Core Matrix
• 45/90 Hybrid Laminate
• TurboRods – Carbon Single Barrel (Carbon
Reverse Radial V on Bjorn 158)
• SinterStrong Sidewalls
• SinterSpeed Base
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POWERFUL

SuperPop Core Matrix
45/90 Hybrid Laminate
TurboRods: Carbon Single Barrel
SinterStrong Sidewalls
FiveGnar Sidecut
SinterSpeed Base

fusion CAMBER

CONTACT CAMBER

Positive camber through most of the
running length, with rocker starting just
before the contact points.

100% flat through the running length to give
both pop and pressability.

FLEX

7
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A new shape constructed for exploring new zones, stomping new tricks and expanding your
snowboard horizons. Flat cambered for the edge hold and float you crave, while its flex pattern
provides the stability for both deep landings and high speeds. With enough tech under the hood
to make an IT department jealous, the Marshal is the new go to for all-terrain agility.

DIRECTIONAL TWIN

MEN’S BoardS / all-mountain freestyle

DIRECTIONAL TWIN

The National is Rome’s new kill-it-all design powered by our modern take on positive camber.
The new generation of full-mountain exploration vehicles, it’s designed for riders like Bjorn who
want the power, the response, and the flexibility to charge the whole mountain. From chutes
and corduroy, to big drops and a few park laps, the National is dialed or a full day at Snowbird,
Jackson, Stowe or St. Anton. The Fusion Camber is an evolution of the timeless power of
camber, combined with targeted areas of rocker to help lay ruts effortlessly.

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
7

SPIN A 5. SLASH SOME POW. SET A DEEP EDGE.
STOMP FIRST TRY. REPEAT.

FLAT CAMBERED FUN FOR RESPONSIVE FLEXIBILITY

Creativity dominates whatever the Gang Plank drops into, from deep mornings to afternoons
full of sidehits and park laps. Buttery pop-infused riding abounds. FreePop Rocker creates a
pressable and responsive ride that is happy to play around the edges, or get some speed and
rip turns. Bambooster HotRods add the snap and pop to ollie slow signs and spin off your toes.
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Pop Core Matrix
StraightBiax Laminate
SinterTrue Base
Rebound Sidewalls
Basalt Impact Plates
HotRods – Bamboo Single Barrel
QuickRip Sidecut

MEN’S BOARDS / ALL-MOUNTAIN FREESTYLE
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160 MW

PRESSABLE

Place your bets and get ready to double down on freestyle-infused all-mountain dominance.
This flat cambered ATV is equal parts park pressable fun and grippy edge hold. Our Contact
Camber balances flexibility and response, while our HotRods give it extra pop. An appetite for
groomers, trees and park laps, the Blackjack is playing for keeps and it’s all in.

Pop Core Matrix
StraightBiax Carbon Laminate
Impact Base
FiveGnar Sidecut
HotRods: Bamboo Single Barrel

FREEPOP ROCKER CAMBER

CONTACT CAMBER

Stable flat camber in the mid-body of the
board with press-happy rocker in the nose
and tail.

100% flat through the running length to give
both pop and pressability.

FLEX
POWERFUL
6

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
7
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COLLECTION

Alek’s Agent 155

Ståle’s Mod 156

THREE RIDERS, THREE
UNIQUE STYLES AND THREE
SIGNATURE BOARDS

LEN’S Gang Plank 155

BJORN LEINES
INSPIRED BY BJORN’S YEARS OF RIDING… OUR NEW
DECK WITH MORE TECH IS A
SUPER-CHARGED VERSION OF THE NATIONAL.
With over a decade of dedication to Rome, Bjorn Leines
helped mold this NEW shape with Rome’s Co-Founder
and Board Designer, Paul Maravetz. Their combined
knowledge has produced a beefed-up version the
new National that specifically mixes Rome’s high
performance technology and premium materials.
Inspired by the powerful snap and pop found in the
Mod, Bjorn’s signature model features the Carbon
Reverse Radial V TurboRods to stomp deep landings
and also contains our fastest base to haul ass. Two of
the Syndicate’s most experienced snowboarders have
teamed up to create a high-performance twist to our
newest addition to the board line.

BJORN’S NATIONAL 158

SHAPED AND FLEXED FOR GROOMERS, MIXED CONDITIONS AND
CLEAN POWDER FIELDS
Designed for riders who demand a board as versatile as the terrain they ride. If it’s deep, take it to the peaks
and steeps.  If it’s wind-blown, hit the trees.  If the groomers are prime, drag some knuckles. The Mountain
Division’s Free-The-Ride camber profile lets it float with ease, slash with power and rip clean carves.
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AirPop Core Matrix
SuperlightBiax Laminate
SinterSpeed Base
TurboRods – Carbon Double Barrel
Z-Tech 2.0

FREE-THE-RIDE CAMBER
Positive camber from the tail and mid body,
a flat section in front of the front binding,
and rocker in the nose.
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SLEEK, QUICK AND SUPER RESPONSIVE—FOR LAYING DOWN LINES
INBOUNDS AND OUT OF BOUNDS
The Blur is the result of years of careful camber and shape calibrations, all revolving around the unrelenting
desire for all-mountain precision and speed. From first chair burners to steep drops and bottomless trees,
this board has the power and response to throw clouds and rip turns no matter the snow conditions.
Go fast, take chances and ride everything in your path.
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PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
8

DIRECTIONAL
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AirPop Core Matrix
45/90 Carbon Hybrid Laminate  
SinterSpeed Base
TurboRods – Carbon Dual Arc
Basalt Impact Plates

FUSION CAMBER
Positive camber through most of the
running length, with rocker starting just
before the contact points.
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FREERIDE THE EARTH’S FROZEN LANDSCAPES

THE RESPONSE AND POWER OF POSITIVE
CAMBER WITH THE SMOOTH FLOAT OF ROCKER

Jagged peaks, steep couloirs or in-bounds ripping, the Sawtooth is up to the task. Featuring
bamboo HotRods and our three-zone Free-The-Ride camber, this deck is a nimble weapon for
all-mountain charging. With a directional shape that just begs to be pointed, you better tell your
friends where to meet ‘cause chances are they’re gonna be way behind.
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Pop Core Matrix
90/90 Carbon Hybrid Laminate
HotRods – Bamboo Single Barrel
SinterTrue Base

FREE-THE-RIDE CAMBER

156

FLEX

SuperPop Core Matrix
90/90 Carbon Hybrid Laminate
HotRods: Carbon Single Barrel
QuickRip Technology
ButterOut Transition Zones
SinterTrue Base

NOHANG-UPS POP 2.0
CAMBER

Positive camber from the tail and mid body,
a flat section in front of the front binding, and
rocker in the nose.

PRESSABLE

151

DIRECTIONAL twin

157

MEN’S BOARDS / ALL-MOUNTAIN

153

From groovy groomer turns to super round powder slashes, there’s no denying the Crossrocket’s
boundless abilities. Built with positive camber between the bindings that extends down the
centerline, and complimented with a 3D rocker nose, the Crossrocket is for riders who want
responsive snap and pop with the freedom to float in the deep. The term hybrid doesn’t even
begin to do this board justice.

A diamond of positive camber under foot and
throughout the centerline, combined with our
continuous 3D rocker in the nose and tail.

FLEX
POWERFUL
8

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
8
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BLUR
FLOAT BETWEEN THE FEET WITH RESPONSE IN THE NOSE AND TAIL

Hiking for early season slashes, artic mid-winter mornings and sun-soaked spring laps, the
Reverb Rocker is here for season after season. Medium flex for maximum good times, the
MtnPop Rocker 2.0 camber helps to engage turns and keep things catch free while providing
maximum edge hold. Lifties, park crews, and college students everywhere know the Reverb
Rocker is the jam.
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Pop Core Matrix
StraightBiax Carbon Laminate
HotRods: Bamboo Single Barrel
QuickRip Technology
SinterTrue Base

POWERFUL

Pop Core Matrix
StraightBiax Laminate
XTRD Base
Bambooster Dual Inline Technology
QuickRip Technology

MTNPOP ROCKER 2.0
CAMBER

MTNPOP ROCKER 2.0
CAMBER

Moderate rocker between the feet transitions
to positive camber in the nose and tail

Moderate rocker between the feet transitions
to positive camber in the nose and tail

FLEX

7
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From day 1 to day 100, the Factory Rocker brings the fun with a responsive blend of rocker’s
smoothness and positive camber’s snap. Designed to let you hold an edge on firm days, spray
powder on deep days and rip the whole mountain from the first snowfall till the hill is barely
open in April.

148

TRUE TWIN

MEN’S BoardS / all-mountain

FLEX
PRESSABLE

TRAILS, BOWLS, TREES OR PARKS—RESPONSIVENESS
FOR ANYWHERE YOU GO ON THE MOUNTAIN

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
6

MINI
SMOOTH-RIDING RESPONSE FOR SHRED TRIPS WITH FRIENDS AND
DAILY LAPS AT YOUR LOCAL RESORT
Because you’ll never forget the first time you ripped a powder field, dropped a technical line or
hit a jump. Built for progression and the freedom to explore the whole mountain, the Mechanic’s
flat-to-rocker camber profile is the perfect for cruising or stepping to the jump line. After all,
who doesn’t need a good mechanic?
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TECH

TECH

• TTT Core Matrix
• StraightBiax Laminate
• HotRods: Glass Single Barrel
• QuickRip Technology
• XTRD Base

• Pop Core Matrix
• StraightBiax Laminate
• HotRods: Glass Single Barrel
• QuickRip Technology
• XTRD Base

FREEPOP ROCKER CAMBER

FREEPOP ROCKER CAMBER

Stable flat camber in the mid-body of
the board with press-happy rocker in
the nose and tail.

Stable flat camber in the mid-body of
the board with press-happy rocker in the
nose and tail.

FLEX

FLEX
6
PRESSABLE
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TRUE TWIN

153

TRUE TWIN

150

New for 2018, we took everything that makes the Gang Plank so rad and sized it down for groms
who demand a freestyle, fun-loving board. The fan favorite FreePop Rocker lets you turn the
whole mountain into a park without sacrificing edge hold or float for deep days. Smaller riders
and young technical rippers, the Gang Plank small is the board you’ve been asking for.

MEN’S BOARDS / ALL-MOUNTAIN
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A NEW DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE OZZYS AND LENS OF THE WORLD

POWERFUL

6
PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
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QUALITY OVER QUANTITY

For those riders who consider the chairlift to be second fiddle, the Whiteroom provides the freedom to
access untracked snow and explore new terrain. Armed with our Powder- S camber, a powerful positive
cambered tail blends into a rockered nose to float in deep snow you’re now standing on top of. Find it,
split it, slash it, repeat as needed.
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FLEX
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PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
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TECH
• AirPop Core Matrix
• StraightTriax 45 Laminate
• HotRods: Carbon Double Barrel
• SinterStrong Sidewalls
• SinterSpeed Base
• Karakoram Ultra Clips

POWDER-S CAMBER
Positive camber in the tail and under
foot transitions to rocker in the nose.
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A FAMILY OF SHAPES FOR GETTING PITTED

MEN’S BoardS / POWDER

DIRECTIONAL SHAPE

The Powder Division collection is the ultimate deep-day quiver; four different boards for
different types of terrain and conditions. You wouldn’t have a goodtime if you brought a
steak to a vegan BBQ, nor would you if you rode the 160 PT in tight trees. Each shape and
size is designed around a carefully calculated snow displacement formula, all aimed at
providing a unique feel for when it all lines up and you’ve got untracked snow.

(ST) SWALLOWTAIL
148

(MT) MOONTAIL
153

(MT) MOONTAIL
157

TECH
• Pop Core Matrix
• StraightBiax Carbon Laminate
• TurboRods: Carbon Single Barrel
• SinterStrong Sidewalls
• SinterTrue Base

FLEX
7
PRESSABLE
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POWERFUL

powder-s 3D CAMBER
Positive camber in the tail and under
foot transitions to 3D rocker in the nose.

(PT) PINTAIL
157

DESIGNED BY THE PERSPECTIVE THAT SEES UNLIKELY FEATURES

The brainchild of Ozzy Henning and Toni Kerkelä, the award winning positive cambered Buckshot is
built for riders who see features everywhere they look. With a freestyle friendly flex that begs to be
pressed and locks into rails with ease, the Buckshot is the go-to for park lappers across the globe.
Rebound Sidewalls help to absorb impact so you can disaster-front board with confidence.
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FLEX
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true twin

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL

MEN’S BOARDS / PARK
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TECH
• Pop Core Matrix
• StraightBiax Laminate
• Rebound Sidewalls
• Hot Rods: Bamboo Single Barrel
• Basalt Impact Plates
• Impact Edges
• SinterTrue Base

stay positive CAMBER
From contact point to contact point, pure
positive camber—for riders who demand it.
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BUTTER INTO TRICKS, LOCK IN WITH CONFIDENCE AND MANUAL
OUT OF THEM

ALWAYS THE TEAM’S FIRST CHOICE FOR FILMING TECHNICAL
FREESTYLE PARTS

The flat rockered brother of the infamous Artifact, this design is bred of the same park laps and
urban zones but with a bit more pressable flex pattern. FreePop Rocker helps round out this rail
hungry menace into a playful yet responsive freestyle machine. From the jump line, backyard
park or the rope ollie right off the chair, the Artifact Rocker adds style.
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147

TRUE TWIN
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PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
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A team favorite since day one, the Artifact is the truth for park crews, diehard rail heads
and van travelers. Positive camber with a Glass Single Barrel HotRod for super-sized ollies,
spinning off your toes and greasing DFDs. Stable enough to ride away from deep landings
and 5-0 whatever’s in your path, the Artifact is built for riders who are riding the parking lot
QP until the car starts.
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Stomp Core
Skatecore Profiling
StraightBiax Laminate
Rebound Sidewalls
Hot Rods: Glass Single Barrel
Impact Base

Stomp Core
Skatecore Profiling
StraightBiax Laminate
Rebound Sidewalls
Hot Rods: Glass Single Barrel
Impact Base

FREEPOP ROCKER CAMBER

stay positive CAMBER

Stable flat camber in the mid-body of the
board with press-happy rocker in the nose
and tail.

From contact point to contact point, pure
positive camber—for riders who demand it.

FLEX
PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
6

THE BEST DESIGN FOR LEARNING TO CARVE, SLASH AND JUMP
SNOWBOARDS

CRAFTED FOR THE RIDER WHO IS STARTING TO RIDE WITH POWER AND
TECHNICALITY

Kids on Shred is way more than a slogan for us, we design boards for kids that will foster
the same love of snowboarding we all share. The Minishred is the perfect combination of the
catch-free 3D rocker with a flat diamond underfoot to keep things nimble and fun. Sure you’ll
still have to teach them a thing or two but this board will do the rest.

Built for smooth turns, sidehits and riding with the pack, the Label is the perfect transition board
for riders who are well on their way to all-terrain mastery. 3D rocker nose and tail keeps hang-ups
out of the picture while helping to initiate turns. This is the board that keeps them out riding longer
and smiling the whole time.
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true twin

105

true twin

label & minishred
TECH
• TTT Core Matrix
• StraightBiax Laminate
• XTRD Base

NoHang-ups Rocker
2.0 CAMBER

145

KID’S BOARDS

A flat camber platform between
the feet and in the centerline
meets with 3D rocker in the
nose and tail.

FLEX
6
PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
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BOOT AND
BINDING
LET THEM PUT THEIR BEST FOOT FORWRD
Young riders need a comfortable, fit-oriented boot that lets them stay on the hill longer and
have as much fun as possible. Parents need a boot that is easy to use and is size adjustable.
The Minishred boot brings all that and more through an easy-to-use BOA lace system, a new
pattern designed to provide a soft, consistent flex, and Double Decker Footbeds for squeezing
two seasons out of one investment.

GETTING KIDS HOOKED ON SHRED
Built to inspire good times and increase the ease of strapping-in, the MiniShred binding loves
to link turns and progress to the next level. With tool-free adjustment options to help ensure a
snug comfortable fit for multiple seasons, the Minishred is loved by little rippers and parents
alike for how intuitive and responsive it is. Teamed up with our unmatched Minishred board, the
Minishred binding is the best way to keep groms off skis and get them on shred.

SIZING

TECH

XS (11 Kids to 2 Youth)
S (2 Youth to 6 Youth)

• Boa Lacing System
• Flexible Liner-less Design
• Double Decker Footbed
• High Traction Outsole

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

SIZE
11 Kids to 6 Youth

POWERFUL
6

Extra Small

TECH
• Tool-Free Minishred Highback
• Tool-Free Mini Contour Ankle Strap
• Tool-Free Mini ConFormist Toe Strap

Small
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BLUR
CRAFTED TO ARC SMOOTH TURNS AND FLOAT YOUR FAVORITE LINES

Designed for riders who see the mountain as their playground no matter the conditions, the
Winterland handles all zones inside and outside your resort. Free-The-Ride camber provides
float for deep days with a powerful cambered mid-body and tail to help rule the groomers till the
next storm rolls through. From wind scoured back bowls to dreamy pillows and tree runs that
pop you out right on trail, the Winterland is a versatile all-mountain marauder.

145

149

GRAB EARLY LIFTS FOR CLEAN GROOMERS OR UNTRACKED POW. OR
ROLL UP LATER FOR LAPS WITH THE SQUAD.
This award winning flat-rockered, all-mountain party accessory is the go-to for riders who want it all.
The stability to rip at mach 5, the pop to make it over that slow sign, and the nimble-responsiveness
to dip into the trees without anyone noticing. All mountain killer or park lap chiller, the LoFi Rocker is
built to let you decide it’s time to lap with the crew or summit for a glory run.
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SuperPop Core Matrix
90/90 Carbon Hybrid Laminate
SinterTrue Base
TurboRods – Carbon Single Barrel

Pop Core Matrix
StraightBiax Laminate
SinterTrue Base
HotRods – Bamboo Single Barrel

FREE-THE-RIDE CAMBER

FreePop Rocker CAMBER

Positive camber from the tail and mid body,
a flat section in front of the front binding,
and rocker in the nose.

Stable flat camber in the mid-body of the
board with press-happy rocker in the nose
and tail.

FLEX
POWERFUL
7

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
7
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BLUR
DESIGNED FOR RIDERS WHO WANT THE ALL-MOUNTAIN RESPONSE
AND FEEL THAT ONLY COMES FROM POSITIVE CAMBER.
New for 2018, the Lofi with positive camber is the spring-loaded sister of the LoFi Rocker.
Riders have been asking for a high-tuned camber board, so we took the Bamboo Single Barrel
HotRods and true twin shape of the LoFi Rocker, and we loaded it up with the power and
response that only positive camber provides. Peaks, parks and perfect dawn corduroy, the LoFi
Camber is ready to charge.

149

WOMEN’S BoardS
true twin

ALL-MOUNTAIN FREESTYLE

FLEX
PRESSABLE

142

POWERFUL

146

150

ALL-MOUNTAIN FREESTYLE

TECH

TECH

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Pop Core Matrix
StraightBiax Laminate
SinterTrue Base
HotRods – Bamboo Single Barrel

Pop Core Matrix
StraightBiax Carbon Laminate
Impact Base
FiveGnar Sidecut
HotRods: Bamboo Single Barrel

stay positive CAMBER

contact CAMBER

From contact point to contact point, pure
positive camber—for riders who demand it.

100% flat through the running length to give
both pop and pressability.

FLEX

8

34

The all-new Kashmir is our latest offering for flat-cambered, ride-everything fun. A true twin
shape and flex pattern that is equally at home pressing in the park, darting through ancient
forests or sneaking in a few laps before work. Our Contact Camber combined with our FiveGnar
Sidecut brings snap and pop, but also rounds things out with a mellow torsional flex perfect
for all-terrain prowling.

true twin

146

BALANCING RESPONSE AND FLEXIBILITY FOR CRUISER DAYS, POW
DAYS AND SIDE HIT DAYS

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
7

TUNED TO PERFECTION FOR FLOATING THROUGH ALL CONDITIONS

Built for riders who spend as much time on the mountain as possible no matter the conditions,
the Heist is pure snowboarding fun. MtnPop Rocker 2.0 brings the smooth turn engagement of
rocker and the snap and stability of positive camber for all-mountain mastery. Dawn till dusk,
the Heist is on hill having a helluva time.

138

142

UNTRACKED LINES IN EARLY-MORNING LIGHT

The freedom to access untracked snow is an activity the demands a reliable, powerful and
versatile board. The Powder Room utilizes our Powder S camber for the rockered float you
crave and a positive-cambered tail you want to throw up huge slashes. From dawn patrol
groomers, afternoon alpine ascents or just a rip in the yard, the Powder Room knows what
your priorities are.

146

150

FLEX
PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
7

DIRECTIONAL

ALL-MOUNTAIN

WOMEN’S BOARDS

true twin

150

POWDER

TECH

TECH

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pop Core Matrix
StraightBiax Carbon Laminate
HotRods: Bamboo Single Barrel
QuickRip Technology
SinterTrue Base

AirPop Core Matrix
StraightTriax 45 Laminate
HotRods: Carbon Double Barrel
SinterStrong Sidewalls
SinterSpeed Base
Karakoram Ultra Clips

mtnpop rocker 2.0 CAMBER

powder-s CAMBER

Moderate rocker between the feet
transitions to positive camber in the nose
and tail.

Positive camber in the tail and under foot
transitions to rocker in the nose.

FLEX
PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
8

35

BLUR
GIRLS

BUILT FOR EVERYDAY FUN AND PROGRESSION

WHEN GIRLS OUTGROW THE MINISHRED, THEY NEED A BOARD THAT
STEPS UP WITH THEM

The Royal provides a well-rounded all- mountain riding experience for early season laps to
mid-winter boot packs all the way to sun soaked spring afternoons. With a flat rocker camber
profile that provides nimble on or off trail performance, you can explore new zones or simply
enjoy the trails thanks to predictable responsive control. First chair or mid-afternoon laps, this
board keeps the good times flowing.

141

147

128

134

ALL-MOUNTAIN FREESTYLE

PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
6

true twin

true twin

WOMEN’S BoardS

150

FLEX

36

144

The all-new Royal Girls knows good things come in small packages. We took the Royal’s
construction and downsized it to help smaller and younger riders find a board built to progress
with them. Designed to keep things fun no matter the terrain, the Royal Girls motto is ‘Cmon,
one more? Please?!”

ALL-MOUNTAIN FREESTYLE

TECH

TECH

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

TTT Core Matrix
StraightBiax Laminate
HotRods: Glass Single Barrel
QuickRip Technology
XTRD Base

TTT Core Matrix
StraightBiax Laminate
HotRods: Glass Single Barrel
XTRD Base

freepop rocker CAMBER

freepop rocker CAMBER

Stable flat camber in the mid-body of
the board with press-happy rocker in the
nose and tail.

Stable flat camber in the mid-body of
the board with press-happy rocker in the
nose and tail.

FLEX
PRESSABLE

POWERFUL
6

$$$$

$$$

BUCKSHOT
GANG PLANK
X LEN

GANG PLANK

MOD ROCKER

LO-FI
ROCKER (W)

MOD
X STÅLE

LOFI (W)

AGENT
X ALEK

MOD

MARSHAL

NATIONAL

CROSSROCKET

NATIONAL
BJORN

BLUR

SAWTOOTH

MTN. DIVISION

WINTERLAND (W)

POW
DIVISION PT

POWDER
ROOM (W)

POW
POW
DIVISION MT DIVISION MT
157
153

WHITEROOM

POW
DIVISION ST

$$

$

ARTIFACT
ROCKER

PARK

ARTIFACT

GANG PLANK
MINI

MINISHRED

ROYAL

Kashmir

ALL-MOUNTAIN FREESTYLE

LABEL

ROYAL
GIRLS

MECHANIC

Blackjack

FACTORY
ROCKER

REVERB
ROCKER

ALL-MOUNTAIN

HEIST (W)

POWDER

PRECISION, POWER AND PURE PLEASURE
Built around the principle that customization and a smooth, responsive flex pattern are both
paramount, the Katana is powered by Rome-exclusive technology like the PivotMount Max, the
AsymWrap heelhoop, and V-Rod Ultra light baseplates. The full technology package delivers
better board feel and increased comfort in your connection. For riders who demand an ultraresponsive binding for agile peak to park performance, the Katana brings razor sharp precision
to anything in its path.

MEN’S BINDINGS

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

BLACK

WOOD

WHITE

Customization

Connected Comfort

• PivotMount Max Technology
• Yes, I Cant InBase Pad
• Cant-in-the-Back II

• Ultralight Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• D30-Powered V-Rod SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop

SIZING

• AsymWrap Technology
• V-Rod Ultralight Baseplate
• Asym Katana Highback

S/M, M/L, L/XL

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
6

9

41

LOUD, FAST, STEEP AND DEEP
A favorite with team riders, resort employees, and big mountain slayers across the globe,
the Targa provides controlled response for back bowls, jump lines and craggy peaks. The
PowerChord highback is Stale’s choice for the power transmission he needs for popping
off lips and stomping deep landings. Customization is taken to another level with the flexadjustable UltraAdjust ankle strap and PivotMount Technology for dialing in your personalized
ankle strap performance.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Connected Comfort

• PivotMount Max Technology
• UltraAdjust Ankle Strap
• Yes, I Cant InBase Pad

• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop
• PowerChord Highback
• V-Rod Baseplate
• UnderWrap.4 Heel Hoop

SIZING
S/M, L/XL

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
8

MEN’S BINDINGS

BLACK

BLACK ACID

LOGO

10

STÅLE

POWER, FLEXIBILITY AND POP
FOR ALL-MOUNTAIN FURY
Equally at home on high peaks and in backyard parks, the D.O.D. blends a freestyle-friendly
flex with a sturdy chassis to create a high performance all-mountain liberator. Centered on the
AntiShock 2.0 Highback, the D.O.D. absorbs chatter and provides the right amount of response
to load spins and hammer turns. Throw in the Ultralight ankle straps for cushioned comfort
and pressure-free power, and it’s pretty apparent why riders like Ozzy and Riley are running
the D.O.D.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Connected Comfort

• Yes, I Cant InBase Pad
• Full Highback Rotation

• Ultralight Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop
• AntiShock 2.0 Highback
• V-Rod Baseplate
• UnderWrap.2 Heel Hoop

SIZING
S/M, L/XL

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
7

BLACK

42

BLUE METAL

WHITE STRIPES

SMOKE

BEER

LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBILITY
FOR TWEAK AND FLOW
An all-mountain binding that understands your addiction, the Vice combines lightness,
flexibility and customization for riders who like their power transmission to be super smooth.
Backed with the new Asym Vice Highback, this new model lets you tweak grabs yet still have
the power and pop to rip Euro-carves. Armed with PivotMount Technology, the Vice gives
multiple strap positions to customize how responsive you want the binding to be.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Connected Comfort

• PivotMount Technology
• Full Highback Rotation

• Contour Boss 2.0 Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop
• AsymWrap Technology
• V-Rod Ultralight Baseplate
• Asym Vice Highback

SIZING
S/M, M/L, L/XL

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
6

KELLY

CAMO

COPPER

MEN’S BINDINGS

BLACK

9

THE TEAM-TESTED, TIME-PROVEN
ALL-MOUNTAIN WORKHORSE
With proven performance in our binding line, the 390 Boss is an all-terrain technician, capable
of the most advanced missions. With Contour Boss 2.0 ankle straps and ConformGrip
2.0 toestraps, riders get advanced levels of control and comfort out of the box. The V-Rod
baseplate and UnderWrap Heel Hoop team up for the perfect blend of flexibility and power.
Equally at home locking into a switch nose press, stomping a sidecountry cliff or linking
endless turns at first light, the 390 Boss is down for the long haul.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Connected Comfort

• Full Highback Rotation
• Multiple Strap Positions

• Contour Boss 2.0 Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop
• UnderWrap.2 Heel Hoop
• V-Rod Baseplate
• 390 Asym Highback

SIZING
S/M, L/XL

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
6

BLACK

ORANGE

ACID GREEN

43

POWER, FLEXIBILITY AND COMFORT
FOR THE DAILY MISSION
The Arsenal is a binding for riders who want a do-it-all binding from the first frost lap in October
till the final slushy hurrah in April or May. With a tried-and-true highback stable enough to haul
ass yet flexible enough to get playful on sidehits, the Arsenal comes correct with all the tech
you need and none of the extra weight you don’t. Full highback rotation with our Underwrap
heel hoop ensures this binding is going to be under your feet through thick and thin, from back
1’s to new zones and epic storms.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Connected Comfort

• Full Highback Rotation
• Multiple Strap Positions

• Contour Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop
• UnderWrap Heel Hoop
• Arsenal Highback
• Short-Fiber Baseplate

SIZING
S/M, L/XL

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
7

MEN’S BINDINGS

BLACK

WHITE

THE LIGHTWEIGHT FORCE FOR SIMPLE, CLEAN FUN
The mid-flexing, super light model from Rome’s Design House, the United is the all-mountain
answer for riders everywhere asking for a performance binding at an entry level price point.
Loaded with customization features, the United features a superlight and supportive highback
with a Unibody baseplate design for simplicity and the smooth flex of a pure plastic binding.
From groomers on repeat with the crew, sneaky mid season storms that leave you grinning ear
to ear, or late season park sessions, the United is ready to rip.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Connected Comfort

• Full Highback Rotation
• Multiple Strap Positions

• Contour Ankle Strap
• ConFormist Toe Strap
• Rubber SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop
• Unibody Baseplate
• United Asym Highback

SIZING
S, M, L

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
5

BLACK

44

RED

WOMEN’S

THE NIMBLE, ULTRALIGHT, FULLY
LOADED SUPERCHARGER
The innovator of lightweight customizable response, the Katana is a nimble all-mountain
weapon with unprecedented levels of board feel thanks to our VRod Ultralight Baseplate
upgraded with the D30 SubBase pad. Adjustable ankle strap location lets you control toeside
response and some of the most comfortable toe straps ever produced help send the Katana to
untouched pillow lines and first chairs with confidence.

WOMEN’S BINDINGS

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Flex-with-Pop

Connected Comfort

• PivotMount Max Technology
• Yes, I Cant InBase Pad
• Cant-in-the-Back II

• AsymWrap Technology
• V-Rod Ultralight Baseplate
• Asym Katana Highback

• Ultralight Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• D30-Powered V-Rod SubBase Pad

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
6

9

SIZING
BLACK

S/M, M/L

45

A NEW FUSION OF TWEAKABILITY, CUSTOMIZATION
AND SUPPORTIVE FLEX
Based off the Katana platform, the Guild is our newest commitment to super light,
customizable, ride-everything performance. Driven by our industry-leading PivotMount tech,
the VRod Ultralight Baseplate and complimented by the Women-Specific Guild highback, this
new model provides a blend of stability and flex never before seen at this price point. Built for
riders who want the freedom to decide if it’s time for the backcountry, the groomers, or the side
hits on repeat, the Guild is ready to step up and throw down.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Connected Comfort

• PivotMount Technology
• Full Highback Rotation

• Contour Boss 2.0 Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop
• AsymWrap Technology
• V-Rod Ultralight Baseplate
• Women-Specific Guild Highback

SIZING
S/M, M/L

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
6

WOMEN’S BINDINGS

BLACK

9

TROPICAL

THE DAILY DRIVER FOR POWER, COMFORT
AND PROPER FLEX
The choice for riders who want the freedom and support to choose peak or park, pow or piste.
This all-terrain slayer features performance driven by the fan-favorite Contour Boss ankle
strap, the powerful-and-flexible V-Rod baseplate, and the responsive tweak of our UnderWrap
heel hoop. A mid-flexing, asymmetric highback helps to load power and initiate turns yet still
lets you butter and flex freely. The Madison boss provides legendary connected comfort and
board feel for deep days or a classic day of fast groomers.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization
• Full Highback Rotation
• Multiple Strap Positions

Flex-with-Pop
• UnderWrap.2 Heel Hoop
• V-Rod Baseplate
• Madison Asym Highback

Connected Comfort
• Contour Boss 2.0 Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

SIZING
S/M, L/XL

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
6

BLACK

46

FEATHERS

RESPONSIVE AND FUN—THE WAY
SNOWBOARDING SHOULD FEEL
Designed with anatomically-correct flex and feel, the Strut combines a smooth blend of
comfort and response. Whether you ride ten days a year or 100, the Strut delivers this comfort
and response through features like the women-specific highback, the balanced flex-to-power
ratio of the UnderWrap heel hoop, and the perfect fit of the ConformGrip 2.0 toe strap. Equally
at home flashing down your favorite trail or boasting backcountry exploits, the Strut flaunts
how much fun snowboarding really is.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization

Connected Comfort

• Full Highback Rotation
• Multiple Strap Positions

• Contour Ankle Strap
• ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

Flex-with-Pop
• UnderWrap Heel Hoop
• Women-Specific Strut Highback
• Short-Fiber Baseplate

SIZING
S/M, L/XL

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
7

TEAL

WOMEN’S BINDINGS

BLACK

COMFORT AND SMOOTH FLEXIBILITY
FOR PURE SNOWBOARDING
Super light, smooth flexing and high in comfort, the Shift lays it down for linking turns, holding edges
and beaming the whole time. Functional fun is the name of the game no matter the conditions
thanks to Contour ankle straps and fully rotatable highbacks. The Shift is our offering for keeping
you on the hill longer, progressing faster and getting more bang for your buck.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Customization
• Full Highback Rotation
• Multiple Strap Positions

Flex-with-Pop
• Unibody Baseplate
• Shift Highback

Connected Comfort
• Contour Ankle Strap
• ConFormist Toe Strap
• EVA SubBase Pad

SIZING
S, M, L,

FLEX
TWEAKABLE

POWERFUL
5

BLACK

WHITE
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$$$$

$$$

D.O.D. • BLACK

KATANA (W) • BLACK

TARGA • BLACK

KATANA • BLACK

D.O.D. • BLUE / METAL

TARGA • BLACK / ACID

KATANA • WOOD

D.O.D. • WHITE STRIPES

TARGA • LOGO

KATANA • WHITE

D.O.D. • SMOKE

TARGA • STÅLE

D.O.D. • BEER

$$

$

ARSENAL • WHITE

UNITED • RED

ARSENAL • BLACK

UNITED • BLACK

MINISHRED • BLACK

390 BOSS • ORANGE

VICE • KELLY

390 BOSS • BLACK

VICE. • BLACK

SHIFT (W) • BLACK

STRUT (W) • BLACK

390 BOSS • ACID GREEN

VICE • CAMO

SHIFT (W) • WHITE

STRUT (W) • TEAL

MADISON BOSS (W) • BLACK

VICE • COPPER

MADISON BOSS (W) • FEATHERS

GUILD (W) • BLACK

GUILD (W) • TROPICAL

BUILT RUGGED
FOR STEEP
PEAKS, BIG
DROPS AND
EXPLORATION
ABOVE ALL ELSE

Upgraded with out new Boa HeelLock Harness, the Guide is our answer for riders who ask for a
boot that can withstand the rigors of being on your feet all day, whether running resort laps, scaling
peaks or constructing features. The Guide features the low-profile Vibram Griplight outsole with
Vibram Icetrek.2 for maximum grip, waxed mountaineer lacing, and our ULTRA F.I.T. liner with new
Performance heat-moldable foam to keep your boots from packing out. Whether you’re setting the
boot pack, skinning to a new zone, welding rails or just demand the most out of your boots, the
Guide will lead the way.

Key
Tech

• GripLight Outsole with Vibram IceTrek.2
• New HeelLock Harness
• Performance 1:1 Lasts

More Tech

Liner Tech—ULTRA F.I.T.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Dual-density, heat-moldable
Performance foam
• SkateCuff 3D
• PowerStrap
• Liner Outsole Technology
• QuadZone Lining with Heel Grip

Ultra F.I.T. Foambed with D30
3D Molded Shell Tongue
Molded Backstay
Climbing-Grade Rubber Heel Counter
Ankle Flex Zones
New Ultra F.I.T. Liner
Full Grain Leather

FLEX
SIZING
BLACK

SURFY

Men’s 7-12 US
Men’s 39-45.5 Euro

RESPONSIVE
7

MEN’S BOOTS

LOW-PROFILE AND TECHNICALLY APPOINTED
FOR ALL-MOUNTAIN POWER
The high-octane Folsom is the go-to for rider’s who demand an agile, lightweight boot for powerful
performance all over the mountain. The Folsom’s Ultra F.I.T. liner features a D30 heel strike to
absorb impact and new Performance dual-density, heat-moldable foam designed to keep these
boots riding like new season after season. Built on the Vibram-powered GripLight Outsole, the
Folsom cranks it up with Double Boa featuring the Focus Ankle Lock.

Key
Tech

• GripLight Outsole with Vibram ECOSTEP
• Performance 1:1 Lasts
• Double Boa with Focus Ankle Lock

More Tech

Liner Tech—ULTRA F.I.T.

•
•
•
•
•

• Dual-density, heat-moldable
Performance foam
• SkateCuff 3D
• PowerStrap
• Liner Outsole Technology
• QuadZone Lining with Heel Grip

Ultra F.I.T. Foambed with D30
3D Molded Shell Tongue
Molded Backstay
Ankle Flex Zones
New Ultra F.I.T. Liner

SIZING
Men’s 7-12 US
Men’s 39-42.5 Euro

FLEX
SURFY

RESPONSIVE
8

BLACK

53

THE NEXT GENERATION OF SUPPORT,
RESPONSE AND TRACTION
New for 2018 the Libertine SRT is the result of riders demanding
some of their favorite boot tech sunk into the tried-and-true flex of
the Libertine. To start we upgraded the Libertine chassis with the
Vibram Griplight Outsole and our new in-out BOA HeelLock Harness.
Then we integrated the new PowerStay Strap that gives 3x the power
control over shell closure. The result is a blend of all-terrain medium
flex with features created for fit, response and traction. The Pro F.I.T.
liner features heat-moldable Performance foam designed to resist
packing out and provide superior fit and comfort. From burly cliffs to
high-consequence jumps, the Libertine SRT injects a futuristic blend
of Support, Response and Traction to your riding.

MEN’S BOOTS

Key Tech

• IN-OUT Boa HeelLock Harness

• PowerStay Strap

More Tech

Liner Tech—Pro F.I.T.

SIZING

•
•
•
•
•

• Performance dual-density, heatmoldable foam
• SkateCuff 3D
• QuadZone Lining with Heel Grip
• Expand Toe Zone

Men’s 7-12 US
Men’s 39-45.5 Euro

Performance 1:1 Lasts
Pro F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
3D Molded Shell Tongue
Molded Backstay
Direct-Print Rubber on Toe For
Strap Grip and Durability
• Ankle Flex Zones
BLACK

54

MALLARD

• GripLight Outsole with Vibram ECOSTEP

FLEX
SURFY

RESPONSIVE
6

8

THE MID-FLEXING, TRICK-STOMPING, ALL-MOUNTAIN BUTCHER
From the jump line to the tree line, the low-profile Inferno is a lightweight all-mountain tool designed
for maximum connected comfort and increased board feel. Fitted with Double Boa and Pro F.I.T
liners with heat-moldable Performance foam, the Inferno is built for riders who want a boot with
enough power to scream through back bowls and enough support to boost off cat-tracks, and just
enough flexibility to crank methods.

Key
Tech

• Double Boa
• Pro F.I.T. Liner
• TrackedOut Sole

More Tech

Liner Tech—Pro F.I.T.

•
•
•
•

• Performance dual-density,
heat-moldable foam
• SkateCuff 3D
• QuadZone Lining with Heel Grip
• Expand Toe Zone

Pro F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
3D Molded Shell Tongue
3D Rubber Printed Backstay
Direct-Print Rubber on Toe For Strap
Grip and Durability
• Ankle Flex Zones

FLEX

SIZING

SURFY

Men’s 7-13 US
Men’s 39-47 Euro

7

TAN

MEN’S BOOTS

BLACK

RESPONSIVE

THE GOLD STANDARD FOR ALL-MOUNTAIN FREESTYLE
Commonly found mashing the gas pedal on the way to the hill, burning lap after lap, or still laced
up in après-mode, the Libertine is the go-to for lifties, weekend warriors and Syndicate riders
across the globe. Poised perfectly at the intersection of supportive power and cushy board feel,
the Libertine is equally comfortable summiting peaks or locking into a backlip. The daily driver for
riders who want a durable lightweight lace boot for nonstop good times and enhanced fit.

Key
Tech
More Tech

Liner Tech—Pro F.I.T.

• Pro F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
• Molded Backstay
• Direct-Print Rubber on Toe For Strap
Grip and Durability
• Ankle Flex Zones

• Performance dual-density, heat-moldable
foam
• SkateCuff 3D
• QuadZone Lining with Heel Grip
• Expand Toe Zone

SIZING
Men’s 7-13 US
Men’s 39-47 Euro

BLACK

• Pro F.I.T. Liner
• 3D Molded Shell Tongue
• TrackedOut Sole

FLEX
SURFY

RESPONSIVE
6

BROWN

55

FULL-DAY COMFORT WITH A FULL-MOUNTAIN FLEX
All-day comfort meets convenience in the always smooth-flexing Stomp. With a fully heatmoldable Rad F.I.T. Liner, 3D-molded tongue, and Boa lacing you don’t have to sacrifice speed or
adjustability to get a buttery snug boot. Whether waiting for first chairs or ripping down for ‘two
more skip the last’, the Stomp keeps things plush and supportive.

Key
Tech

• Single Boa Coiler Reel
• Rad F.I.T. Liner
• 3D Molded Shell Tongue

More Tech

Liner Tech—RAD F.I.T.

• Rad F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
• Articulated Cuff
• Two-Part Outsole

•
•
•
•

SIZING

Heat-moldable foam
SkateCuff 3D
TriZone Lining
Expand Toe Zone

FLEX

Men’s 7-13 US
Men’s 39-47 Euro

SURFY

RESPONSIVE
6

MEN’S BOOTS

BLACK

MALLARD

CLASSICALLY
STYLED WITH A
RELAXED
FLEX FOR SURFY
SHREDDING

Designed for riders who like a softer, smoother-flexing boot but don’t want to sacrifice traction or
fit, the Bodega lays down a do-anything boot that lets you tweak out tricks. Supportive enough
to let you haul ass with confidence thanks to the 3D-molded tongue, the Bodega delivers a highcomfort fit thanks to the Rad F.I.T. Liner and SkateCuff 3D. Fully heat moldable liners create
customized fit that forms to each rider’s foot and ankle shape.

Key
Tech

• Rad F.I.T. Liner
• Leverage Lacing
• 3D Molded Shell Tongue

More Tech

Liner Tech—rAD F.I.T.

• Rad F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
• Articulated Cuff
• Two-Part Outsole

•
•
•
•

SIZING
Men’s 7-13 US
Men’s 39-47 Euro

Heat-moldable foam
SkateCuff 3D
TriZone Lining
Expand Toe Zone

FLEX
SURFY

RESPONSIVE
5

BLACK

56

TAN

THE NEW
LIGHTWEIGHT
OPTION WITH
BOA-BACKED
POWER

Our latest offering for advanced fit with minimal frills and bulk, the Sentry BOA is the new guard
of progression and reliability. BOA-powered for quick entry and our Fun F.I.T. Liner with SkateCuff
3D to ensure plush comfort from first run to last call at the mountain or the bar. The Sentry Boa
is the new standard for mid-flexing, progression-oriented riding that has the comfort to keep you
on the hill longer.

Key
Tech

• Boa Single Reel Lacing
• Fun F.I.T. Liner
• 3D Molded Shell Tongue

More Tech

Liner Tech—FUN F.I.T.

• Fun F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
• Two-Part Outsole

SIZING

•
•
•
•

Men’s 7-13 US
Men’s 39-47 Euro

FLEX

Heat-moldable foam
SkateCuff 3D
TriZone Lining
Expand Toe Zone

RESPONSIVE

SURFY
4
BLACK

MEN’S BOOTS

LACE ‘EM UP AND
GET AFTER IT

The new offering featuring timeless lace simplicity, everyday comfort and a softer flex that lets
you focus on pure snowboard good times. Designed around the Fun F.I.T. liner, a 3D Molded
tongue and a two-part outsole, the Sentry Lace boot keeps things lightweight without sacrificing
function, fit or style. For riders who want a softer, cushy boot that lets them push their riding
without breaking the bank.

Key
Tech

• Fun F.I.T. Liner
• 3D Molded Shell Tongue

More Tech

Liner Tech—FUN F.I.T.

• Fun F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
• Two-Part Outsole

•
•
•
•

SIZING
Men’s 7-13 US
Men’s 39-47 Euro

Heat-moldable foam
SkateCuff 3D
TriZone Lining
Expand Toe Zone

FLEX
RESPONSIVE

SURFY
4
BLACK
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THE REIGNING CHAMP GETS A REVAMP
Overhauled and upgraded, the all-new Memphis Boa integrates
women-specific anatomical specs with advanced fit technology.
The new AsymCuff is based on the shape of women’s calves and
actively provides a smoother more consistent flex. To compliment
this new flex pattern we added the Pro F.I.T. liner to ensure plush
comfort that is backed up by dual BOA reels. Designed for riders
who demand a responsive, anatomically-correct fitted boot, the
Memphis BOA brings the best of both worlds.

WOMEN’S BOOTS
BLACK

Key Tech

• Double Boa

• Articulated Cuff

More Tech

Liner Tech—Pro F.I.T.

SIZING

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Women’s 6-10.5 US
Women’s 36.5-42 Euro

Pro F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
3D Molded Shell Tongue
3D Rubber Printed Backstay
Direct-Print Rubber on Toe For Strap
Grip and Durability
• Ankle Flex Zones
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• Pro F.I.T. Liner

Performance dual-density, heat-moldable foam
SkateCuff 3D
QuadZone Lining with Heel Grip
Expand Toe Zone

FLEX
SURFY

RESPONSIVE
5

COMBINE EQUAL PARTS COMFORT AND
PERFORMANCE, AND RIDE
Designed for riders who want a boot with the power to rip carves but also the comfort and support
to cruise all day from peak to parking lot. Backed with a Rad F.I.T. liner, BOA connectivity and a two
part outsole, the women’s Stomp gets things done whether hiking or floating in powder. For riders
who want a softer, more surfy flex that still delivers all-mountain performance the Women’s Stomp
delivers all that and more.

Key
Tech

• Single Boa Coiler Reel
• Rad F.I.T. Liner
• 3D Molded Shell Tongue

More Tech

Liner Tech—RAD F.I.T.

• Rad F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
• Articulated Cuff
• Two-Part Outsole

•
•
•
•

SIZING

Heat-moldable foam
SkateCuff 3D
TriZone Lining
Expand Toe Zone

FLEX

Women’s 6-10.5 US
Women’s 36.5-42 Euro

SURFY

RESPONSIVE
6

BLACK

WOMEN’S BOOTS

EFFORTLESS FUN
AND FUNCTION,
WITH BOA POWER

New for 2018 the Women’s Sentry BOA brings a progression-oriented blend of smooth flex and
plush ride-all-day fit. Built around a Fun F.I.T. liner, the Sentry Boa is designed to be as lightweight
as possible without sacrificing moldable comfort or on-the-go adjustments thanks to a single BOA
reel. For riders who want a soft, surfy boot backed with BOA, the Sentry Boa is outfitted to keep the
progression flowing without breaking the bank.

Key
Tech
More Tech

Liner Tech—FUN F.I.T.

• Fun F.I.T. Foambed with AEGIS
• Two-Part Outsole

•
•
•
•

SIZING

FLEX

Women’s 6-10.5 US
Women’s 36.5-42 Euro
BLACK

• Boa Single Reel Lacing
• Fun F.I.T. Liner
• 3D Molded Shell Tongue

Heat-moldable foam
SkateCuff 3D
TriZone Lining
Expand Toe Zone

SURFY

RESPONSIVE

4
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$$$$

$$$

INFERNO • TAN

LIBERTINE • BROWN

LIBERTINE • BLACK

LIBERTINE SRT • MALLARD

INFERNO • BLACK

LIBERTINE SRT • BLACK

GUIDE • BLACK

FOLSOM BOA • BLACK

MEMPHIS BOA (W) • BLACK

$$

$

STOMP • MALLARD

SENTRY BOA (W) • BLACK

STOMP • BLACK

SENTRY BOA • BLACK

MINISHRED BOA • BLACK

SENTRY • BLACK

BODEGA • TAN

BODEGA • BLACK

STOMP (W) • BLACK

THE ROME APPROACH TO CAMBER DESIGN

surfy cambers

Fusion Camber

Stay Positive Camber

Design: Positive camber through most of the running length. A
small amount of rocker starts just before the end of the running
length. When loaded with rider energy, the contact points “roll
back” giving the tip and tail a small amount of added rise.

Design: Positive camber through 100% of the running length.

Defining Feel: This design has the pop and response of positive
camber to define its primary feel, based on the positive camber
through most of the running length. The small amount of rocker
in the tip and tail create a smoother feel and added rise in powder.

Defining Feel: “Pop” defines the feel of this camber profile. For
riders who love pop off lips, pop from turn to turn, pop in their
pow slashes, and pop into and out of rail tricks, there is no other
choice. This is the feel that they need. Driven by our team riders
and long-term shreds, you’ll find this camber in all-mountain
boards and park boards.

FreePop Rocker Camber

MtnPop Rocker 2.0 Camber

Contact Camber

Design: Flat camber under foot that extends slightly beyond the
bindings. From in front of each binding through the nose and tail
we place a rocker profile.

Design: Three zones of camber: a moderate amount of rocker
between the feet and positive camber in the nose and tail.

Design: Flat camber throughout the entire running length.
Defining Feel: For many riders, the Contact Camber is the best of
both worlds with a lot of the pop that riders like in positive camber
and a lot of the playfulness that riders like in rocker shapes. Then
we add “pop” to this versatile feel by complementing the camber
line with our new five-zone sidecut.

Defining Feel: For riders who like to drive response between their
feet and have a buttery feel in the nose and tail, this camber line
delivers a versatile performance that is primarily playful. The flat
camber provides a stable platform for turning, while the rocker
adds pressability in the park and float in pow.

Defining Feel: With positive camber in the nose and tail, this
design is highly responsive for ripping carves and slashing
powerfully. With rocker between the feet, this design floats better
in powder and changes direction easily at slower speeds. The
result is a highly versatile all-mountain feel that is both powerful
and playful.

NoHang-Ups Pop 2.0 Camber

NoHang-Ups Rocker 2.0 Camber

Free-the-Ride Camber

Design: Our responsive 3D shaped camber line where we
combine a “diamond” of positive camber under foot that
also extends to the centerline of the nose and tail. Outside of
this positive camber shape, we integrate three-dimensional
continuous curvilinear rocker that raises the edges and becomes
full rocker at the ends of the running length.

Design: Our more playful and progression-oriented 3D shaped
camber line where we combine a “diamond” of flat camber
under foot that also extends to the centerline of the nose and
tail. Outside of this positive camber shape, we integrate threedimensional continuous curvilinear rocker that raises the edges
and becomes full rocker at the ends of the running length.

Design: We integrate three distinct zones of camber in this
shape. From the tail to just in front of the front foot, we use
positive camber for the tail and mid body. In front of the front
foot, we use a section of flat camber that transitions into a
moderate amount of rocker in nose.

Defining Feel: Smooth and mellow at first on groomed snow
from the 3D rocker, this camber amps up with power through
the middle of your turn from the positive camber “diamond”. For
all-mountain powder riders who want the balanced shape of a
directional twin, this camber has a very unique powder turn that
is super round in shape and loaded with tail power.

Defining Feel: The best camber for learning to snowboard,
this design is defined by the way in which it supports a rider’s
progression. The 3D rocker in the nose and tail keep riders from
catching an edge, while the Rome-exclusive diamond under
foot gives the edge control needed to learn proper carves and
slashes. The result is a feeling that says more than anything that
“snowboarding is fun”.

Powder S 3D Camber

Powder S Camber

Design: Positive camber from the tail, through the mid-body
and halfway through the nose. In the front part of the nose we
integrate rocker.

Design: Positive camber from the tail, through the mid-body
and halfway through the nose. In the front part of the nose we
integrate rocker.

Defining Feel: Positive camber in the mid-body and tail to drive
power through the middle and end of your turns. 3D rocker in the
nose for a round, super surfing initiation to your pow lines.

Defining Feel: Found in our split boards, this camber is designed
for both float and slash. When we skin up for powder we want
to glide effortlessly through it, whether it is dense or light. And
we also want to explode massive face shots when we find deep
pockets. The rocker in the nose gives the float we want; the
positive camber in the middle and tail gives the power we need.

BOARD TECH

blended feel cambers

responsive cambers

SNOWBOARDING NEEDS QUIVERS AND OUR CAMBER COLLECTION DRIVES DIFFERENT WEAPONS IN THE QUIVER

Defining Feel: This is a highly versatile camber for freeriders who
appreciate groomers, powder and variable snow. The positive
camber section under foot and in the tail drives the power and
edge control. The flat section keeps enough downward pressure
on the contact points in the nose for proper turn initiation. And
the rocker in the nose delivers the float in pow. The combination
is a feel that rips carves and surfs in deeper conditions.
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THREE APPROACHES TO SHAPING FOR THREE
APPROACHES TO THE MOUNTAIN
To work with the personality-driving impact of our camber shaping and our technologies, we design three types of board shapes that help create the
different feels within the Rome quiver. The shape helps determine if the choice is designed for a nearly pure park life, a life sampling from everything from
peak to park, or a daily search for that perfect turn.

True Twin
Our True Twin shapes are perfectly symmetrical. If you cut the board in the dead middle of the
board, the nose piece and the tail piece will be identical in shape and flex. If you remove the
graphic from a True Twin, there is no way to tell the nose from the tail. With their balanced feel
and equality toward switch riding, this shape helps drive the personality of our park boards and the
more jump-oriented all-mountain freestyle boards.

GIRLS
ROYAL

HEIST

KASHMIR

LO-FI ROCKER

LO-FI

MINISHRED

LABEL

MINI
GANG PLANK

MECHANIC

FACTORY
ROCKER

REVERB
ROCKER

ARTIFACT
ROCKER

ARTIFACT

BLACKJACK

BUCKSHOT

GANG PLANK

MOD

Directional Twin
CROSSROCKET

MARSHAL

NATIONAL

These shapes are predominantly twin and drive the versatile, kill-anything performance of our allmountain freestyle snowboards. From contact point to contact point (100% of the running length),
these board are twins—the shape and core profile in the front part of the board is the same as in
the rear part of the board. The non-twin portion comes when the nose and tail start to rise. In this
shape, the distance from the front contact point to the tip of the nose is slightly longer than the
distance from the rear contact point to the tip of the tail.

Directional
POWDER
DIVISION PT

POWDER
DIVISION MT

POWDER
DIVISION MT

POWDER
DIVISION ST

WHITEROOM

SAWTOOTH

BLUR

MOUNTAIN
DIVISION
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For those all-mountain and powder riders with a strong freeride perspective, our Directional shapes
have noses that are longer than tails and flex patterns with more stiffness in the tail. For some
of these shapes, we also incorporate taper in the tail so that the nose is wider than the tail. Many
times, we match up some of our directional cambers like Free-The-Ride or Powder cambers with
these directional shapes. There is nothing twin about the shape of flex of these designs.

BOARD Technology FOR POP
FEEL AND STRENGTH
Whether our co-founder and board designer Paul Maravetz is tweaking a shape element of board
design, or whether he’s innovating a new snowboard-specific technology, the result is the creation of a
snowboard collection that delivers three things:
1. Pop: We believe in crafting snowboards that flex dynamically and feel lively under foot, whether it is a softer flex profile or a stiffer flex profile. For
turns, slashes, jump lips and rail trick exits, we like boards that pop.
2. Feel: From camber design, to sidecut design, to core profiling, we create boards that have different types of feel. Some feel hyper responsive, while
others feel super playful. Some feel surfy, while others feel like they can do anything.
3. Strength: Your investment should last. With the stresses placed on a snowboard, we create technologies to protect against binding compression
and everyday edge impacts.

POP Technologies
TurboRod Technology:

HotRod Technology:

TECH THAT LOADS UP ENERGY AND DRIVES TARGETED RESPONSE

EVERY BOARD NEEDS ADDED POP

In our TurboRod Technology, we mill channels in targeted areas of the core and place a sleeve inside the channel. Then we
insert a thin rod of carbon inside the sleeve and anchor the carbon rod at the end of the channel closest to the midpoint of the
board. This allows the other end of the carbon to flex independently of the sleeve and load up more energy. When the storage
of energy is released, it increases power and pop for the board. Some configurations just add longitudinal ollie pop, while
some balance longitudinal pop with torisional response, while others focus more on improving the torsional power of a board.

We mill channels in the cores of nearly every board we make and integrate
thin carbon, glass and bamboo rods for more pop and more power. As with
TurboRod Technology, we place HotRods in the boards to deliver power to
specific areas.

Configurations of TurboRod and HotRod Technologies:
TECHNOLOGY TO TARGET RESPONSE WHERE YOU WANT IT
We use four configurations of TurboRods and HotRods to deliver different levels of longitudinal and torsional response. For freestyle boards, we focus on patterns that mainly add directional ollie pop, while in
rocker and freeride boards, we design patterns that add torsional power for greater all-around response.
Torsional Power

Ollie Pop

Single Barrel

Reverse Radial V

Double Barrel

Dual Arc

Found in both TurboRod and
HotRod Technologies, a single
barrel of carbon, glass or
bamboo delivers more pop in the
centerline of the board without
any unwanted torsional power to
increase freeride edge hold.

Found only in our TurboRod
Technology, arcing patterns start
under the bindings and bend towards
the middle of the board at the contact
points in the nose and tail. More than
a single barrel, this pattern maximizes
the focus of rider energy into the center
of the board for ultimate ollie pop, with
only a little added torsional response.

Found in both TurboRod and HotRod
Technologies, this pattern features two
rods that start under both bindings and
extend in straight lines towards the tip
and tail. This pattern provides a blend of
response—double the energy-loading power
for straightline pop, and also an added dose
of torsional response to put more kick into
our flat-rocker and powder boards.

Found only in our TurboRod package,
and only in the Blur board, this pattern
features two long rods that are in
channels that arc with both sidecuts
of the board. This arcing pattern
along the edges adds a ton of extra
twisting (torsional) power into the
board for super response edge to
edge, and explosive power into pow
slashes and ollies.

STRENGTH Technologies

SinterStrong Sidewalls

REBOUND Sidewalls

Basalt Impact Plates

ADDED STRENGTH AGAINST IMPACTS

RAIL-SPECIFIC DURABILITY FOR IMPACTS

KILL CORE COMPRESSIONS

In the new National and Marshal all-mountain freestyle boards,
and in our re-designed Powder Division series, we use our new
sidewalls constructed with sintered base material. With greater
strength through greater elasticity, these sidewalls increase
durability for those times that you unintentionally hit a rock or
intentionally land on a rail.

Found in rail boards like our Artifact series, our Rebound Sidewalls
feature higher elasticity than normal ABS sidewall material so you
can run laps in the park every day of the season and have a board
that takes the beating and comes back for more.

When landing bigger drops to flatish landings or when cranking a
ton of heelside power into your board, your bindings can put a lot
of force on the core of your board. To help disperse the energy
and prevent denting of the core, we lay in thin Basalt Impact
plates to reduce core compressions by over 2X.
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FEEL Technologies

Nose Zone:
Sidecut radius 2—the
tighter radius

Front Foot Zone:
Sidecut radius 1—the more
mellow radius

FIVEGNAR SIDECUT:

NoHang-Ups 2.0:

NEW FIVE-ZONE SIDECUT TO ADD
RESPONSIVENESS

3D CAMBER THAT MERGES
RESPONSIVENESS AND PLAYFULNESS
Our 3D camber profiling does two things:

To add a lively, responsive feel to our new flatcamber boards, we designed a complimentary
sidecut that features two different sidecut
radii used in five distinct zones of the board.
The zones under the front and back feet are
the same, while the zones in the nose, tail
and the middle of the board are all the same
tighter radius sidecut. All zones are blended
into each other to make one smooth arc that
is not interrupted by “bumps”. With a tighter
radius in the nose, tail and mid section, the
board engages more actively, feels tighter in
the middle of a turn, and finishes the turn with
more pop.

1. Create the best boards to learn on
2. Create all-mountain boards with a unique
surfy-and-poppy feel
We start with our NoHang-Ups Diamond that takes
up the majority of the board’s running surface. This
Diamond is the performance platform that drives
edge control and longitudinal response. Because the
Diamond extends to the midpoint of the board in the
tip and tail, it allows riders to load energy into those
areas better than a straight rocker board. Outside
of the Diamond, we place 3D Continuous Curvilinear
Rocker (CCR) that starts just beyond the bindings
and increases at the contact points. This 3D CCR
gives the catch-free performance that is perfect for
learning to ride and the round, surfy turn that is so
much fun when freeriding the mountain.

Mid Zone:
Sidecut radius 2—the
tighter radius

· NoHang-Ups Rocker 2.0: Simply the best
camber to learn how to snowboard. It
balances the catch-free performance of
the 3D that makes all parents happy, with
the response of the Diamond that turns
kids into snowboarders who really know
how to carve.
· NoHang-Ups Pop 2.0: With a positive
camber Diamond, this configuration adds
extra power to the surfy, smooth vibe of
the 3D CCR. Perfect for riders who want
a responsive board with a groovy attitude
and one that throws one hell of a round,
powerful powder turn.

Rear Foot Zone:
Sidecut radius 1—the more
mellow radius

Tail Zone:
Sidecut radius 2—the
tighter radius

LONG

LONG

MID

SHORT

QuickRip Sidecut:
POWER AT HIGH SPEEDS AND EASY TO HANDLE AT SLOW SPEEDS
To give both response and playfulness to our rocker boards, we created QuickRip Sidecut to balance
the inherently looser feel that rocker provides. You still get the butteryness of rocker, but you also get
added power and response when you want it. We integraet two off-set sidecuts that create one sidecut
zone in the nose, one between the feet, and one in the tail. The radius of the zones in the nose and tail
are the same radius. We don’t blend where these radii meet, but rather deliberately create “bumps” that
we call Mid-Board Contact Points. These Mid-Board Contact Points serve as the end of the running
length at slow speeds—this allows the rocker boards to ride between these points at slow speed for
easy maneuverability. At higher speeds when you are using the full running length, these Mid-Board
Contact Points are “bumps” that add edge grip and power.
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MID

CONSTRUCTION Technologies

Rome Core Matrices
POPLAR DRIVES THE “POP”; ZONES OF THE LIGHT STUFF REDUCE THE WEIGHT

Airpop Core Matrix

SuperPop Core Matrix

Starting with the responsive
“pop” of poplar laminates,
we integrate five zones of
low-density, ultra light wood to
reduce weight. Then we add air
channels to make it even lighter.

The lightweight, super responsive
core found in many of our higher
performing boards, this matrix
features poplar for power and
three zones of low-density wood
for lightness.

Pop Core Matrix

XTRD

Stomp Core matrix

The everyday balance of response
For added strength in the park,
and lightness, this go-to design is
we add zones of higher density
built primarily of responsive, strong
wood in key areas to fight against
wood, with two zones of a lighter
impacts and deep landings.
wood species.
IMPACT

ROME Laminates

S INTE RTRUE
ROME
Bases

DIFFERENT FIBERS AND DIFFERENT ANGLES OF

SPEED MATTERS

CONFIGURATION FOR TUNING DIFFERENT TYPES OF RESPONSE

TTT Core Matrix
No plastic here. 100% wood is
better for giving the flex and pop
that all snowboards need—even
the less expensive ones.

XTRD

S INTE RSPEED

45/90 Carbon Hybrid Laminate
New for this year in the National and Marshall, this
laminate drives an all-mountain freestyle feel by combining
the high response of 45 degree fibers with the 90 degree
fibers that let riders feel and finesse the terrain.

SuperlightBiax Laminate
For boards where we want to evenly blend freestyle feel
and all-mountain power, we use 90 degree and 0 degree
fibers for the best of both worlds. Then we reduce the
weight of the fibers to keep the board superlight.
For an even blend of turning power and responsive
freestyle flex, we build a matrix of lightweight fibers in 90
degree and zero degree angles.

IMPACT

S INTE RCARBON

Sintercarbon Base
For our fastest boards, we take a high-end
sintered structure and add carbon to it to increase
the speed. Carbon additives reduce friction with
the snow, which makes you go even faster.

S INTE RTRUE

Sinterspeed Base
XTRD
S INTE RSPEED

Speed matters, whether you want to glide
smoothly through powder or whether you
want to make sure you clear the knuckle.
For our higher end boards, this is the base
that ensures you get to the line first and you
land in the sweet spot.

IMPACT

45/90 Hybrid Laminate:
New for this year in the National and Marshall, this
laminate drives an all-mountain freestyle feel by
combining the high response of 45 degree fibers with the
90 degree fibers that let riders feel and finesse the terrain.

Straighttraix 30 Laminate
In some boards, we want easy control over the board for
laps through the park, and at the same time we want to
be able to rip a Euro carve for the time on the rest of the
hill. In this matrix, the 30 degree fibers allow for plenty of
forgiveness in the park, while at the same time delivering
power for slashing the mountain.

S INTE RCARBON

S INTE RTRUE

Sintertrue Base
Baseline sintered speed to drive our mid-range
freestyle and freeride boards. Plenty of wax
absorption from the sintered structure.

XTRD

Impact Base
S INTE RSPEED

IMPACT

For park boards and boards that our team
riders take to the streets, we’ve created a
stronger extruded compound to help fight
against the abuse of rails and boxes.

S INTE RCARBON

90/90 Carbon Hybrid Laminate
Thin bundles of carbon are woven into a 90
degree biaxial glass on top, which works
with another 90 degree biaxial glass on the
bottom. The result is pop from the carbon
and an all-around freestyle flex from the 90
degree fibers.

S INTE RTRUE

XTRD

XTRD
A strong foundation of extruded base
material that is plenty fast and super
easy to repair.

S INTE RSPEED

Straightbiax Carbon Laminate
Starting with the jump-and-rail personality of 90
degree fibers, we add in longitudinal strips of to
increase ollie pop.

IMPACT

S INTE RCARBON

S INTE RTRUE

Straightbiax Laminate
For boards where the focus is on fun and a more mellow
feel, pure 90 degree fibers drive the personality.
S INTE RSPEED
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MODEL

OVER ALL
LENGTH

EFFECTIVE
EDGE

RUNNING
LENGTH

WA I S T
WIDTH

NOSE
LENGTH

TA I L
LENGTH

SIDECUT
DEPTH

SIDECUT
R A DIUS (M)

D E FA U LT S TA N C E
(IN / CM)

S TA N C E
R A NGE (IN)

S TA N C E
R A N G E (C M )

D E FA U LT
S TA N C E
L O C AT I O N

WEIGHT
R A NGE (LBS)

WEIGHT
R A N G E ( KG)

mod 153

1530

1190

1130

252

200

200

20

7.99

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

115-170

52-77

mod 156

1560

1220

1160

254

200

200

21

8.02

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

125-185

57-84

mod 156 stale

1560

1220

1160

254

200

200

21

8.02

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

125-185

57-84

mod 159

1590

1250

1190

256

200

200

21.8

8.13

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

135-200

61-91

mod 162

1620

1280

1220

258

200

200

22.3

8.35

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-200+

68-91+
50-75

mod rocker 149

1490

1150

1090

250

200

200

19

7.83

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

mod rocker 153

1530

1190

1130

252

200

200

20

7.99

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

115-170

52-77

mod rocker 156

1560

1220

1160

255

200

200

20.8

8.10

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

125-185

57-84

mod rocker 159

1590

1250

1190

256

200

200

21.4

8.28

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

140-200+

64-91+

national 149

1490

1165

1095

250

205

190

20

7.50

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

100-150

45-68

national 152

1520

1190

1120

252

210

190

20.4

7.70

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

50-75

national 154

1540

1200

1130

254

215

195

20.2

7.91

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

115-170

52-77

national 156

1560

1220

1150

256

215

195

20.4

8.11

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

150-215+

68-98+
59-86

national 158

1580

1240

1170

256

215

195

20.6

8.32

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

130-190

national 158 bjorn

1580

1240

1170

256

215

195

20.6

8.32

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

130-190

59-86

national 157 mw

1570

1230

1160

263

215

195

21

8.02

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-220+

68-100+

national 162 mw

1620

1280

1210

265

215

195

22

8.33

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-220+

68-100+

marshal 150

1500

1170

1100

250

205

195

20.4

7.42

20” / 51 cm

28 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

50-75

marshal 153

1530

1195

1125

252

210

195

20.7

7.65

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

115-170

52-77

marshal 155

1550

1215

1145

254

210

195

20.8

7.89

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

135-200

61-91

marshal 157

1570

1235

1165

255

210

195

21

8.09

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

145-210+

66-95+

marshal 159 mw

1590

1255

1185

264

210

195

21.5

8.17

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

145-210

66-95

marshal 161 mw

1610

1275

1205

265

210

195

22.1

8.22

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-220+

68-100+

marshal 163 mw

1630

1295

1225

266

210

195

22.6

8.31

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

155-220+

70-100+

gang plank 146

1460

1120

1060

246

200

200

19.2

7.32

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

50-75

gang plank 149

1490

1150

1090

248

200

200

19.6

7.59

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

115-185

52-77

gang plank 152

1520

1180

1120

251

200

200

20

7.85

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

125-185

57-84
64-91

gang plank 155

1550

1210

1150

254

200

200

20.4

8.11

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-24 1/4

52-64

centered

140-200

gang plank 155 Len

1550

1210

1150

254

200

200

20.4

8.11

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-24 1/4

52-64

centered

140-200

64-91

gang plank 158

1580

1240

1180

255

200

200

21

8.30

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-200+

68-91+

gang plank 157 mw

1570

1230

1170

264

200

200

21.2

8.08

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-200+

68-91+

gang plank 160 mw

1600

1260

1200

266

200

200

22

8.19

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

160-230+

73-104+

blackjack 150

1500

1150

1090

251

205

205

19

7.83

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

50-75

blackjack 153

1530

1180

1120

252

205

205

19.5

8.05

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

115-170

52-77

blackjack 156

1560

1210

1150

253

205

205

20

8.28

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

125-185

57-84
64-91+

blackjack 159

1590

1240

1180

254

205

205

20.5

8.50

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

140-200+

mountain division 155

1550

1190

1120

254

240

190

19

8.26

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/8

49.5-61.5

centered

120-185

57-84

mountain division 159

1590

1230

1160

258

240

190

19.5

8.64

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2- 25 1/4

52-64

centered

145-210

66-95

mountain division 163

1630

1270

1200

262

240

190

20

9.01

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

160-230+

73-104+

blur 156

1560

1225

1155

253

215

190

21.2

7.88

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

20 bk

120-185

57-84

blur 159

1590

1255

1185

254

215

190

22

7.99

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

20 bk

145-210

66-95
73-104+

blur 162

1620

1285

1215

255

215

190

22.8

8.10

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

20 bk

160-230+

sawtooth 153

1530

1170

1100

252

240

190

18.6

8.14

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/8

49.5-61.5

centered

115-170

52-77

sawtooth 157

1570

1210

1140

258

240

190

19.5

8.34

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/8

49.5-61.5

centered

120-185

57-84

sawtooth 160

1600

1240

1170

260

240

190

20.2

8.48

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

145-210

66-95

sawtooth 164

1640

1280

1210

262

240

190

21

8.73

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

160-230+

73-104+
73-104+

sawtooth 167

1670

1310

1240

264

240

190

21

9.16

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

160-230+

crossrocket 151

1510

1180

1110

250

210

190

19.2

8.03

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

115-170

52-77

crossrocket 154

1540

1210

1140

252

210

190

20

8.13

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

125-185

57-84

crossrocket 156

1560

1230

1160

254

210

190

20.5

8.22

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

135-200

61-91

crossrocket 158

1580

1250

1180

256

210

190

21.2

8.22

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-215+

68-98+

crossrocket 161

1610

1280

1210

257

210

190

21.5

8.52

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-215+

68-98+

reverb rocker 148

1480

1150

1080

248

200

200

18.3

7.98

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

85-140

39-64

reverb rocker 151

1510

1180

1110

249

200

200

19

8.12

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

50-75

reverb rocker 154

1540

1210

1140

252

200

200

19.6

8.30

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

115-170

52-77

reverb rocker 157

1570

1240

1170

254

200

200

20.1

8.52

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

150-200

68-91
68-98+

reverb rocker 160

1600

1270

1200

255

200

200

20.5

8.79

22” / 56 cm

20 1/4-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-215+

reverb rocker 155 mw

1550

1220

1150

262

200

200

19.9

8.32

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

115-170

52-77

reverb rocker 158 mw

1580

1250

1180

264

200

200

20.3

8.58

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-200

68-91

reverb rocker 161 mw

1610

1280

1210

265

200

200

20.7

8.85

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

155-220+

70-100+

factory rocker 149

1490

1140

1090

246

200

200

19.5

7.63

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

85-140

39-64

factory rocker 152

1520

1170

1120

248

200

200

20

7.85

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

50-75

factory rocker 155

1550

1200

1150

250

200

200

20.5

8.07

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

125-185

57-84

factory rocker 158

1580

1230

1180

251

200

200

21

8.30

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

135-200

61-91

factory rocker 161

1610

1260

1210

252

200

200

21.5

8.52

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

150-215+

68-98+

mechanic 147

1470

1130

1070

248

200

200

19.8

7.24

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

20 bk

85-140

39-64

mechanic 150

1500

1160

1100

250

200

200

20.3

7.46

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

20 bk

110-165

50-75

mechanic 153

1530

1190

1130

252

200

200

20.8

7.68

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

20 bk

115-170

52-77

mechanic 156

1560

1220

1160

253

200

200

21.2

7.94

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

20 bk

150-200

68-91
68-98+

mechanic 159

1590

1250

1190

254

200

200

21.6

8.21

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

20 bk

150-215+

mechanic 154 mw

1540

1200

1140

260

200

200

21.8

7.46

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-24 1/4

52-64

20 bk

115-170

52-77

mechanic 157 mw

1570

1230

1170

264

200

200

22.2

7.72

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

20 bk

150-200

68-91

mechanic 161 mw

1610

1270

1210

265

200

200

23

7.97

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

20 bk

155-220+

70-100+

agent 155 alek

1550

1210

1140

254

215

195

20.3

8.01

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

125-185

57-84

MODEL

OVER ALL
LENGTH

EFFECTIVE
EDGE

RUNNING
LENGTH

WA I S T
WIDTH

NOSE
LENGTH

TA I L
LENGTH

GANG PLANK MINI 134

1340

1010

GANG PLANK MINI 138

1380

1050

960

242

190

190

1000

243

190

190

GANG PLANK MINI 142

1420

1090

1040

244

190

190

GANG PLANK MINI 146

1460

1130

1080

WHITE ROOM 158

1580

1230

1160

245

190

254

230

WHITE ROOM 162

1620

1260

1190

256

SIDECUT
DEPTH

S TA N C E
R A N G E (C M )

D E FA U LT
S TA N C E
L O C AT I O N

16 3/4-21 1/2

42.5-54.5

17 1/2-22 1/4

44.5-56.5

17 1/2-22 1/4

SIDECUT
R A DIUS (M)

D E FA U LT S TA N C E
(IN / CM)

S TA N C E
R A NGE (IN)

WEIGHT
R A NGE (LBS)

WEIGHT
R A N G E ( KG)

19

6.07

18.0” / 46.5 cm

20

6.26

19” / 48 cm

centered

50-90

23-41

centered

60-100

21

6.45

19” / 48 cm

27-45

44.5-56.5

centered

65-105

29-48

190

22

6.64

20” 51 cm

190

19.9

8.46

21.5” / 54.5 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

75-125

34-57

17 1/2-25 1/2

44.3-64.6

20 bk

135-200

240

190

20.5

8.65

21.5” / 54.5 cm

61-91

17 1/2-25 1/2

44.3-64.6

20 bk

150-215

68-98

WHITE ROOM 165

1650

1290

1220

262

240

190

21.1

8.83

21.5” / 54.5 cm

17 1/2-25 1/2

44.3-64.6

20 bk

150-215+

68-98+

POWDER DIVISION 148 ST

1480

1150

1060

284

270

60

20

7.03

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/8

49.5-61.5

20 bk

135-200

61-91

POWDER DIVISION 153 MT

1530

1170

1070

266

260

100

19.5

7.35

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/8

49.5-61.5

20 bk

135-200

61-91

POWDER DIVISION 157 MT

1570

1210

1110

268

260

100

20

7.71

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/8

49.5-61.5

20 bk

140-200+

64-91+

POWDER DIVISION 160 PT

1600

1190

1100

260

250

160

18

8.41

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/8

49.5-61.5

20 bk

140-200+

64-91+

BUCKSHOT 147

1470

1130

1070

252

200

200

20.1

7.13

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

50-75

BUCKSHOT 151

1510

1170

1110

254

200

200

20.6

7.49

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

125-185

57-84

BUCKSHOT 155

1550

1210

1150

256

200

200

21.2

7.81

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

135-190+

64-86+

BUCKSHOT 158

1580

1240

1180

258

200

200

21.5

8.11

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

140-200+

64-91+

ARTIFACT ROCKER 147

1470

1150

1090

250

190

190

20.5

7.25

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

95-150

43-68

ARTIFACT ROCKER 150

1500

1180

1120

252

190

190

20.9

7.51

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

110-165

50-75

ARTIFACT ROCKER 153

1530

1210

1150

254

190

190

21.3

7.77

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

135-200

61-91

ARTIFACT ROCKER 156

1560

1240

1180

256

190

190

21.7

8.03

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

135-190+

64-86+

ARTIFACT ROCKER 152 MW

1520

1200

1140

260

190

190

21

7.75

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

120-185

54-84

ARTIFACT ROCKER 155 MW

1550

1230

1170

263

190

190

21.5

7.97

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

120-170+

54-77+

ARTIFACT 146

1460

1140

1080

248

190

190

20.5

7.12

20” / 51 cm

18 1.2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

110-165

50-75

ARTIFACT 149

1490

1170

1110

252

190

190

20.7

7.45

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

120-185

54-84

ARTIFACT 152

1520

1200

1140

254

190

190

21

7.75

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

135-200

61-91

ARTIFACT 155

1550

1230

1170

256

190

190

21.3

8.04

22” / 56 cm

20 1/2-25 1/4

52-64

centered

150-210+

68-95+

WINTERLAND 145

1450

1090

1020

242

240

190

18

7.23

19” / 48 cm

17 1/2-22 1/4

44.5-56.5

centered

70-115

32-52

WINTERLAND 149

1490

1130

1060

244

240

190

19

7.40

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

90-150

41-68

WINTERLAND 154

1540

1180

1110

246

240

190

20.3

7.60

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

100-150+

45-68+

LOFI ROCKER 143

1430

1090

1030

243

200

200

20

6.64

19” / 48 cm

17 1/2-22 1/4

44.5-56.5

centered

70-115

32-52

LOFI ROCKER 146

1460

1120

1060

245

200

200

20.5

6.86

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

80-130

36-59

LOFI ROCKER 149

1490

1150

1090

247

200

200

21

7.08

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

90-150

41-68

LOFI ROCKER 152

1520

1180

1120

248

200

200

21.8

7.20

21” / 53 cm

19 1/2-24 1/4

49.5-61.5

centered

100-150+

45-68+

LOFI 146

1460

1120

1060

245

200

200

20.5

6.86

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

80-130

36-59

LOFI 149

1490

1150

1090

247

200

200

21

7.08

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

90-150

41-68

KASHMIR 142

1420

1080

1020

245

200

200

20

6.51

19” / 48 cm

17 1/2-22 1/4

44.5-56.5

centered

70-115

32-52

KASHMIR 146

1460

1120

1060

247

200

200

21

6.70

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

80-130

36-59

KASHMIR 150

1500

1160

1100

249

200

200

22

6.89

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

90-150+

41-68+

HEIST 138

1380

1040

980

245

200

200

18.4

6.53

19” / 48 cm

17 1/2-22 1/4

44.5-56.5

centered

70-115

32-52

HEIST 142

1420

1080

1020

246

200

200

19.4

6.71

19” / 48 cm

17 1/2-22 1/4

44.5-56.5

centered

80-130

36-59

HEIST 146

1460

1120

1060

247

200

200

20.4

6.90

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

95-140

43-64

HEIST 150

1500

1160

1100

250

200

200

21

7.21

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

centered

105-155+

48-70+

POWDER ROOM 150

1500

1150

1080

246

230

190

19.5

7.49

20.5” / 52.5 cm

16 5/8-24 5/8

42.3-62.6

20 bk

100-150+

45-68+

ROYAL 141

1410

1070

1010

242

200

200

19.4

6.58

19” / 48 cm

17 1/2-22 1/4

44.5-56.5

20 bk

70-115

32-52

ROYAL 144

1440

1100

1040

244

200

200

19.9

6.80

19” / 48 cm

17 1/2-22 1/4

44.5-56.5

20 bk

80-130

36-59

ROYAL 147

1470

1130

1070

246

200

200

20.4

7.03

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

20 bk

90-150

41-68

ROYAL 150

1500

1160

1100

248

200

200

20.9

7.25

20” / 51 cm

18 1/2-23 1/4

47.0-59.0

20 bk

90-150+

41-68+

ROYAL GIRLS 128

1280

950

900

234

190

190

18

5.63

18.5” / 47 cm

15 1/4-21 3/4

39 -55

centered

45-80

20-36

ROYAL GIRLS 134

1340

1010

960

238

190

190

19.5

5.92

18.5” / 47 cm

15 1/4-21 3/4

39 -55

centered

50-90

23-41

Binding Technology To
Make Snowboarding More Fun
Our binding innovations are focused on giving riders three things:
1. Customization: Unique, easy-to-use features that let riders set up their bindings to match their personal styles.
2. Flex-With-Pop: Engineered design that puts flexibility in the right places, and direct power where you want it.
3. Connected Comfort: Your binding is your interface to channel your movements to the board—we design it to fit for both control and comfort.

Customization Technologies
PivotMount Technologies:
Quickly Control Your Toeside Response
We created our PivotMount Max on the Katana and Targa, and for this year we’ve added
our new PivotMount on the Vice and Guild. The goal is to make it super easy to move
where your ankle strap sits on your ankle so you can adjust toeside response. Just loosen
a screw and snap the PivotMount’s arm into different positions. In addition to asymmetric
options that riders can explore, we suggest three primary positions:

1•

Run your straps in the LOW position for maximum tweak

2•

Run your straps in the MID position for a balance of power and freedom (this is the default setting)

3•

Run your straps in the HIGH position for driving max power into your toeside edge.

3

2

BINDING TECH
1

PIVOTMOUNT
DETAIL
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Customization Technologies
Cant-in the-Back Technology
ALIGN YOUR HIGHBACK POWER WITH YOUR LEG
In our high-end bindings like the Katana and Targa, we include the finer, more detailed points of customization for those riders who want to optimize performance like you would by tuning the engine of a
sports car. Since the angle of your lower leg changes with the width of your stance, we let riders adjust highback canting to keep the highback in seamless contact with the back of your boot. The result
is more direct control over your snowboard.

6

0

BINDING TECH

Full Highback Rotation:
Put Your Power Where You Want It
Put your power where you want it, not where some binding company thinks you should be forced to have it because it’s cheaper to make a binding that way. We believe in highback rotation 100%—when we
started designing bindings 14 years ago, this was one of the must-have features. With a range of 0 to 24 degrees, every Rome binding has highback rotation so riders can align their highbacks with the heel
edge. This delivers direct power on heelsides.

24°

9°

0°
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Flex-With-Pop Technologies
Rome Highback Design:
A Family of Shapes for Dialing Flexibilit y and Power
When we created our Katana highback we established a shape silhouette that has informed the
highbacks that we’ve designed in the last two year. The Katana also cemented our asymmetric
approach to highback design that brings to life our Flex-With-Pop design philosophy. In this

asymmetric approach to flex, we put more power on the lateral side and more flex on the medial side.
While some of our highbacks have more flex or more power than others, they all share the same shape
DNA and all share some level of asymmetric flex that delivers Flex-With-Pop.

K atana - SMOOTH

TARGA - POWERFUL

D.O.D. - BAL ANCED

VICE - SURF Y

GUILD - FITTED

Added coring with more
structure on the lateral side for
a superlight, flexible shape that
keeps power where you need it.

The PowerChord highback:
Unadulterated, direct control over
your heelside edge, with even added
support on the lateral side.

The AntiShock 2.0 highback:
Built-in dampening that locks out
for power, with added flexibility
on the medial side to balance a
spine of lateral power.

A light combination of flexibility
and response through coring
and our signature spine of
lateral support.

Designed anatomically correct
for women riders, this highback
tweaks our Katana’s profile to
better fit the rider.

BLUE AREAS: THINNER FOAM FOR POWER TRANSFER

BINDING TECH

V-Rod Baseplates:
ONly 1.56% of
basepl ate mate rial
contacts your board.

Drive Power and Flex With a Small Footprint
With our V-Rod Ultralight Baseplate and the V-Rod Baseplate we
maintain a powerful connection between your big toe and the lateral
side of your heel, while at the same time we lift the other two corners
and increase SubBase dampening materials. We do this to engineer
our baseplates to deliver proper flex:
1. Edge-to-Edge Power from the “rod” of edge to edge contact
(blue area in illustration)
2. Flow and Tweak from the raised baseplate corners and added 		
dampening material
(orange area in illustration)
3. Minimal baseplate contact to board for more natural board 		
flex (the V-Rod Ultralight leads the industry with only 1.56% of 		
baseplate contacting the board)
(yellow area in illustration)

ORANGE AREAS: THICKER FOAM FOR MORE FLEX

AsymWrap and UnderWrap Heel Hoops:
Lightweight Edge Power Meets Proper
Tweak ability
We integrate aircraft-grade aluminum into our bindings in order to
optimize our Flex-With-Pop approach to binding design. Featuring our
signature UnderWrap design, our heel hoops wrap under the baseplate
in the front to leverage rider power into the heel edge and drive power
down the rails into the toe edge. With a torsionally flexible profile, our
heel hoops keep your interface smooth, surfy and tweakable side to
side. More than other bindings, our UnderWrap-powered design delivers:
1. Edge-to-Edge Power
2. Side-to-Side Tweak and Flow
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Connected Comfort Technologies
Rome Ankle Strap Design:
Two Advanced Straps for Seamless Response
In our Katana, Targa, D.O.D. bindings, we include our most advanced straps to optimize comfort while at the same time giving the fit and connection needed for clean control over
your board. In one strap we let riders adjust toeside response while in the other one we focus on lightness and a kill-anything smooth flex profile.

UltraAdjust Ankle Strap
ADJUSTABLE POWER
Easy, tool-free adjustment lets you pick three
levels of power over your toeside edge. A
comfortable, flexible pad integrates with
a centerline of support to give power and
comfort.

mid flex position

max flex position

BINDING TECH

Supportive flex position

UltraLight Ankle Strap
LIGHTWEIGHT ALL-MOUNTAIN FLEX
The injected EVA pad delivers the comfort and lightness, while the
centerline of support locks into a hex pattern for a system that creates
a smooth, comfortable flex for all styles of riding.

ROME TOE STRAP DESIGN

ConformGrip 2.0 Toe Strap:
Pressure-Free Conformable Control
The ConformGrip 2.0 continues our legacy of designing industryleading toe straps. With this latest iteration of our approach of creating
straps that conform to any boot’s toe shape, we maximize our use
of high-friction over-molded material to stretch and lock into place
over the toe of your boot. The results is more foot control with less
pressure, for maximum comfort.
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Boot Technology To Make
Snowboarding Fit and Flex Better
Our boot innovations are focused on giving riders two things:
1. Correct Fit: From our F.I.T. liner technologies to unique Boa solutions to 1-to-1 lasting, we create boots that achieve two key things that define a
correct fit: (1) boots feel great to slide your foot into and (2) boots that hold your foot in place for better board control. At Rome, Correct
Fit means two things: comfort and control.
2. Correct Flex: From our PowerStay strap to our shell tongue to our GripLight Outsole, we create boots that flex with support where you want to
drive your power and boots that flex with freedom where you want tweak. At Rome, Correct Flex is a feeling of dynamic “pop” that is supportive
in the right places and flexible in the right places.

Boa HeelLock Harness:
QUICK BOA CONTROL OVER ANKLE-ZONE FIT
Featuring an in-out design where we use Boa to focus powerful control over the ankle region of the boot. Used to step up the tech of traditional lacing boot models, our Boa HeelLock
Harness follows a pattern that runs over the ankle region of the shell tongue. If you want strong heel hold, crank the Boa to focus closure at the ankle. With the Boa reel located on the
outside of the upper cuff, you can modulate your lacing power in the ankle area as the day goes on.
1

Boa reel for ankle zone.

2

Boa cable laces through tongue for heel hold

3

Boa cable laces through ankle of shell

1

2

BOOT TECH

2

1

3

2

PowerStay Strap:
UNMATCHED CONTROL OVER UPPER CUFF POWER
We’ve designed the PowerStay Strap—our unique power strap configuration—
to increase the leverage over closing the upper cuff of your boot. With our
custom-designed double speed hooks, the PowerStay Strap connects to and
pulls on the eye stays of your upper cuff. The result is more powerful cuff
closure to give you the option of adding power and response to your turns.
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1

Double speed hook strap anchor is attached to the eyestays

2

D-ring for added leverage

BOOT TECHNOLOGY

Found in our high-end Guide, Folsom and Libertine SRT boots, our advanced GripLight outsoles are designed to optimize lightweight, dampening materials. We also engineer them to work with the
V-Rod concept found in our bindings where the flex pattern drives power edge-to-edge and lets your system tweak side-to-side . Integrated with this lightweight, flex-correct design, we use two Vibram
compounds—IceTrek.2 and ECOSTEP—to take traction to a new level for hiking hits or climbing lines.

Boa Focus

BOOT TECH

GripLight Outsoles With Vibram:
ULTRALIGHT TRACTION, WITH A SNOWBOARD-SPECIFIC FLEX

3D Molded Shell Tongue

ADVANCED BOA LACING FOR QUICK ZONAL FIT

DYNAMIC REBOUND FOR THE PROPER FLEX THAT “POPS” BACK

Two premium Boa reels, one on the tongue and one on the upper cuff, combine to create the
Boa Focus lacing system. One reel controls the lower foot and ankle, while the other reel
manages power over the cuff. Recoiler technology make it super easy to get in and out of
your boots. Two zones give you the ability to micro-manage the flex profile of your boot.

After 25 years of creating product, there are some things in snowboard product design that
we know work. Our 3D Molded Shell Tongue is one of those things. By molding EVA into a 3D
shape for the tongue of the boot, we ensure both a proper boot flex, and we also make sure that
flex stays poppy after 100 days of ripping mountains. Made from a responsive foam with zero
seams, the 3D shape creates a flex pattern that rebounds when you load energy into it. The result
is that tongue that drives power into the edges of your board and bounces back to put you into
right place for the next turn.
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THE ROME APPROACH TO LINER DESIGN
the UltraFit Liner
With a comfortable, control-inducing fit as our main design objective, we build liners
with heat-moldable foams, anatomically-correct 3D contours, and zonal materials
for different areas of your foot. Then we use 3D-shaped liner tongues, power straps,

and responsive foams to make sure your liner gives you a dynamically flexing system
close to your foot. The result is response that feels great.

1

SkateCuff 3D
we mold a three-dimensional heel pocket to comfortably
hold your foot in place

3

2

Heat-Moldable Performance Foam
Construction
heat ‘em, lace ‘em up and customize a fit that takes a
unique fit to your foot

3

PowerStrap
Velcro closurep at the top of the liner to lock-in toeside
response

4

QuadZone Lining with Heel Grip
plush materials with different densities for different areas
of your foot and lower leg that lets you insert foot for good
times; directional fabric in the heel adds foot stability for
response

BOOT TECH

5

1

4
2

5
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Liner Outsole
less foot movement, more warmth and better cushioning

f.i.t. liners
LINER DESIGN FOR MORE COMFORT, MORE FOOT CONTROL AND BETTER RESPONSE
We’ve advanced the heat-moldable liner concept by adding technologies that improve comfort, foot control and proper flex. Our molded 3D Skate Cuff comfortably locks your
foot in place, our 3D Liner tongue improves flex, and our Liner Outsole improves fit, warmth and dampening. Zonal lining keeps every model super comfortable against your
ankle and foot.

Pro F.I.T. Liner

RAD F.I.T. Liner

FUN F.I.T. Liner

• Liner Outsole—absorbs impact on landings
while improving fit
• SkateCuff 3D—anatomically correct comfort
and heel hold
• PowerStrap—locks in toeside performance
• Heat-Moldable Performance Foam—improved
moldability and more responsive flex
• HeelGrip Lining—grips the heel area of your
sock for better heel hold
• Ultra FoamBed Powered by D30 Decell—arch
support with advanced impact absorption and
AEGIS Microbe Shield
• 3D Liner Tongue—ensures proper toeside flex
• QuadZone Lining—different linings in four
regions for anatomically correct fit
• Expand Toe Zone—self-adjust to different toe
lengths for more comfort and warmth

• Heat-Moldable Performance Foam—improved
moldability and more responsive flex
• SkateCuff 3D—anatomically correct comfort
and heel hold
• HeelGrip Lining—grips the heel area of your
sock for better heel hold
• Pro FoamBed with AEGIS Microbe Shield—
advanced structure with Poron and anti-stink tech
• 3D Liner Tongue—ensures proper toeside flex
• QuadZone Lining—different linings in four
regions for anatomically correct fit
• Expand Toe Zone—self-adjust to different toe
lengths for more comfort and warmth

• Heat-moldable construction—a full
construction of heat-moldable foam for
a personal fit
• SkateCuff 3D—anatomically correct
comfort and heel hold
• 3D Liner Tongue—ensures proper
toeside flex
• Rad FoamBed with AEGIS Microbe
Shield—3D support and Poron for
stomping landings
• TriZone Lining—different linings in three
regions for anatomically enhanced fit
• Expand Toe Zone—self-adjust to
different toe lengths for more comfort
and warmth

• Lace-up design—lacing on the liner for a quick,
secure fit
• Heat-moldable construction—a full
construction of heat-moldable foam for a
personal fit
• 3D Liner Tongue—ensures proper toeside flex
• Rad FoamBed with AEGIS Microbe Shield—3D
support and Poron for stomping landings
• TriZone Lining—different linings in three
regions for anatomically enhanced fit
• Expand Toe Zone—self-adjust to different toe
lengths for more comfort and warmth

BOOT TECH

Ultra F.I.T. Liner

Liner Outsole
IMPROVED FIT, WARMTH AND CUSHIONING
Our Liner Outsole is a molded EVA mini “outsole” that
we use to finish the sole of our UltraFit Liner. The
benefits of this Rome-only design are three things that
matter to snowboarding:
• Fit: the 3D outsole integrates better with the boot
shell to reduce liner movement for better control
• Warmth: the EVA outsole adds insulation to the
bottom of your foot to help keep the cold out
• Cushioning: EVA also adds cushioning and
dampening for flat landings

F.I.T. Foam Beds
SUPPORT AND FIT FOR MORE COMFORT
A proper footbed is critical to having both sides of the fit coin—supportive
fit for comfort and stability fit for response. In our F.I.T. Foam Beds, we use
multi-density 3D structures that both support your arch and also hold your foot
in place. We also use D30 Decell and Poron to add cushioning in the heel to an
impact absorption.
• UltraFit FoamBed Powered by D30 Decell—advanced arch support, D30
impact absorption under the heel, and AEGIS Microbe Shield
• ProFit FoamBed with AEGIS Microbe Shield—advanced structure with Poron
heel cushioning, and anti-stink tech
• RadFit FoamBed with AEGIS Microbe Shield—3D support and Poron in the
heel for stomping landings
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RIDING
SHIRT
Canvas exterior
that breaks
in and doesn’t
break down

Riding Fit for
4-Way Stretch

locking into grabs

Laminate blocks out
the wind chill

TAILORED TO RIDE. A NEW MEMBER OF THE
LIGHTWEIGHT RIDING COLLECTION.

N EW GLOVE
C O LLE CTIO N
3D Precurved Fit
for a more natural
hand feel
Daily drivers

Platinum, Gold, Silver and
Bronze insulation pack ages
Guild-level designs

WE’VE OVERHAULED THE COLLECTION—
FOR FIT, WARMTH AND TOUGHNESS

TWENTY

MITTS & GLOVES

EIGHTEEN

The Ridgeline Collection
Guide-level design: premium
insulation and full-leather comforT
Like a down comforter you can tweak methods in, the Ridgeline
provides the warmth you need for sub-zero mornings, combined
with the supple flex and strength of leather. The Ridgeline OverMitt
and UnderGlove designs both feature full Sherpa Lining, PLATINUM
Insulation and 100% TechLeather construction. Designed to ride even
better than they look, the Ridgeline Collection is our premium offering
informed by the 100 Day Perspective.

• PLATINUM Insulation: our warmest blend of Primaloft and
Thinsulate for the coldest days
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• HiPora 5000 Waterproof Insert
• Full TechLeather Shell
• Full Sherpa Lining
• Double stitched seems on palms for durability

Ridgeline GLOVE

WARMTH
20°F and Under (Minus 7°C and Under)

Ridgeline MITT

TAN
BLACK

TAN

GOLD

GOLD

CREAM

The BRONSON Collection
The meat and potatoes of technical
hand protection
As burly as it sounds, the Bronson is a hard-hitting collection that
features a team favorite OverMitt design, a classically styled glove,
and a Trigger OverMitt that just wants to party or run a chainsaw.
Each model incorporates leather palms for durable, board-gripping
dexterity, and PLATINUM Insulation to keep things toasty. Commonly
found running laps before work, bushwhacking to a new zone or
hauling bags of salt in the park, the Bronson is all about the hard work

• PLATINUM Insulation: our warmest blend of Primaloft and
Thinsulate for the coldest days
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• HiPora 5000 Waterproof Insert
• Full Tech Leather Palm

WARMTH
20°F and Under (Minus 7°C and Under)

BRONSON
GLOVE
BRONSON TRIGGER

BLACK

CAMO

NAVY

BRONSON
MITT

BLACK

NAVY

GREY

BROWN

CAMO

ALEK RK1

CAMO

LEN RK1

5

The BOWERY Collection
OG fit and feel
The muscle car of our mitten and glove line, the Bowery Collection
comes correct with a timeless leather design and mid-winter warmth.
Built around the freedom to flex without sacrificing any warmth or
waterproofing, the Bowery Series keeps the good times cranked to 11
with GOLD Insulation, Hipora waterproofing, and a minimalist design.
Rocky Mountain sunrises, brisk afternoons lapping the gondola or
any frozen day in New England, the Bowery’s warmth-to-weight ratio
ensures its place in your luggage for every trip.

BOWERY MITT

• GOLD Insulation: midwinter warmth from a blend of
Hyperloft and Thinsulate
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• HiPora 5000 Waterproof Insert
• Full TechLeather Palm
• Adjustable Wrist Closure

WARMTH
5° F to 40° F (Minus 15° C to 5° C)

BOWERY GLOVE

BLACK

TAN / OX

CAMO

BOWERY TRIGGER

BLACK

BLACK

CAMO

GREY

GOLD

6

GREEN

The FOREMAN Collection
FOREMAN GLOVE

FOREMAN TRIGGER

Durable warmth
and protection
for every jobsite
Cold smoke days are what we
all live for, so don’t let chilly
hands keep you in the lodge. The
Foreman series blends ride-all-day
moisture protection with tundra
ready warmth. Featuring an ultraminimalist Trigger UnderMitt and
UnderGlove designs, the Foreman
keeps you lapping groomers, hiking
back bowls or managing whatever
Jobsite you might find yourself on.
Built for riders who want a midweight, super waterproof design
for maximum breathability and
moisture wicking.
• GOLD Insulation: midwinter
warmth from a blend of Hyperloft
and Thinsulate
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically
correct for hand comfort
• HiPora 3000 Waterproof Insert
• Synthetic Leather Palm
• Hidden Knitted Cuff
• Internal Finger Pockets for
Dexterity

BLACK

BLACK

WARMTH
5° F to 40° F (Minus 15° C to 5° C)

OXBLOOD

OXBLOOD

ARMY

ARMY

The POACHER Collection
POACHER GLOVE

POACHER MITT

Stealth is
wealth
Simple, clean lines are a must,
whether dissecting a powder
field or constructing a glove
series built for dependability
and strength. The Poacher
Series bridges classic patterns
with modern materials like
TechLeather and Hipora
3000 Waterproof inserts for
adventure-ready warmth and
durability. Equally comfortable
splitting before work or ducking
a rope 3:30, the Poacher Series
is well acquainted with the
local patrollers but has never
lost a pass.
• SILVER Insulation: low-profile,
midwinter warmth from highloft Fiberfill
• 3D Precurved Fit—
anatomically correct for hand
comfort
• HiPora 3000 Waterproof
Insert
• Full TechLeather
Construction

BLACK

BLACK

OXBLOOD

WARMTH
20° F to 50° F
(Minus 7° C to 10° C)

TAN

BROWN

TAN

RK1
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The DRIFTER Collection
All-season,
all-weather
protection

DRIFTER GLOVE

DRIFTER MITT

Because conditions vary wildly
from November to April, some
days call for a mid-weight option
with heavy duty waterproofing.  
Built for places like Steven’s
Pass, Taos or St. Anton, the
Drifter Series keeps things
minimal yet functionally focused
with GOLD insulation and
technical waterproofing. Drag
knuckles, build lips, crack cans
and keep moving, the Drifter
typically isn’t standing still for
too long.
• GOLD Insulation: midwinter
warmth from a blend of
Hyperloft and Thinsulate
• 3D Precurved Fit—
anatomically correct for hand
comfort
• HiPora 3000 Waterproof
inserts
• Synthetic leather palms with
double stitched seems for
durability

WARMTH
5° F to 40° F
(Minus 15° C to 5° C)

BLACK

GREY

BLACK

SLAB

OXBLOOD

The ZIPPER MITT Collection
Let ‘em breathe!

SUNSET STRIP MITT

BUZZED MITT

• SILVER Insulation: low-profile, midwinter
warmth from high-loft Fiberfill
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for
hand comfort
• HiPora 3000 waterproof insert
• Storm-proof zipper for finger freedom
• Water-resistant Knitted Cuff

WARMTH
• 20° F to 50° F (Minus 7° C to 10° C)

SUNSET

8

BEER

OXBLOOD

The GRAPHIC MITT Collection
Squad up, drop in
• GOLD Insulation: midwinter warmth from a blend of Hyperloft and Thinsulate • Double-stitched palm seams for durability
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• Water-resistant Knitted Cuff
• HiPora 3000 Waterproof insert

TEAM MITT

BRAND MITT

WARMTH
• 5° F to 40° F (Minus 15° C to 5° C)

TRENCH MITT

SLAB

BLACK

CAMO

THE TAILGATE Collection
Slush surfing
on an ocean of
cold ones

TAILGATE GLOVE

TAILGATE TRIGGER

• BRONZE Insulation:
minimalist micro-fleece
insulation for warmer days
• HiPora 3000 waterproof
insert
• Articulated Cuff for dexterity

WARMTH
• 40° F and Up (5° C and Up)

CAMO

TROPICAL

BLACK

LIGHTNING
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TWENTY

MITTS & GLOVES
W O M EN’S

EIGHTEEN

C O LLE CTIO N

EVERLAST MITT

NINETYNINE GLOVE

Oven warmth from sunrise to sunset

Got 99 problems, but cold hands
aren’t one

The Everlast is our premium mitten built with 100% TechLeather and our
warmest PLATINUM Insulation. It’s a model designed to provide bundled
up warmth with enough mobility for last minute adjustments on deep days.
Riders who want to chase storms and first tracks demand the warmth and
full-leather flex of the Everlast.

Not one to shy away from a sub-zero day, the NinetyNine Glove keeps
things snug with PLATINUM Insulation and 100% leather construction
for limber warmth and dexterity. Built with wrist cuff zips for quick
access and quilted leather back of palms for maximum comfort
and finesse. The NinetyNine Glove lets you decide if it’s time to rip
groomers, hit the summit or maybe stay out for some night riding.

• PLATINUM Insulation: our warmest blend of Primaloft and Thinsulate for
the coldest days
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• HiPora 5000 Waterproof Insert
• Full TechLeather Shell
• Double stitched seems on palms for durability

• PLATINUM Insulation: our warmest blend of Primaloft and
Thinsulate for the coldest days
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• HiPora 5000 Waterproof Insert
• Full TechLeather Shell
• Double stitched palms for durability

WARMTH
• 20° F and Under (Minus 7° C and Under)

WARMTH
• 20° F and Under (Minus 7° C and Under)

BLACK
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BROWN

BLACK

PURPLE

PURPLE

BROWN

Sterling Trigger

Stable Glove
Dashingly durable

Freedom to the fingers

For riders who want a glove that’s up at sunrise and doesn’t stop till the
job is done, we created the Stable Glove. Featuring GOLD Insulation, we’ve
combined leather and synthetic materials to build a glove that’s soft and
flexible where you want it and durable everywhere else. Great for splitting,
finding the next zone or business as usual on the hill, the Stable Glove is the
glove built for all-day riding.

The Sterling Trigger Mitt is the best of both worlds: the warmth and
snug feel of a mitten with the do-it all capabilities of a glove. Designed
with GOLD Insulation and built around compartmentalized finger
zones like you would find in a glove, this design combines the toasty
body of a mitten with the dexterity of a glove. Perfect for on-thego adjustments, the Sterling Trigger Mitt is a hybrid that bridges
functionality and style like your favorite pair of winter boots.

• GOLD+ Insulation: high warmth from a blend of Hyperloft and Thinsulate,
with more on the back of the hand for women
• 3D Precurved pattern for anatomically correct fit
• HiPora 3000 Waterproof Insert
• Hybrid TechLeather and Synthetic shell

WARMTH

• GOLD+ Insulation: high warmth from a blend of Hyperloft and
Thinsulate, with more on the back of the hand for women
• 3D Precurved pattern for anatomically correct fit
• HiPora 3000 Waterproof Insert
• Synthetic leather shell
• Individual internal finger regions for warmth and movement

WARMTH

• 5° F to 40° F (Minus 15° C to 5° C)

STABLE

• 5° F to 40° F (Minus 15° C to 5° C)

TAN

PURPLE

BLACK

CORAL
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Kiln Mitt

Astoria Glove

Sizzling style and warmth

Champagne taste, mixed-drink style

Like the name implies, the new Kiln Mitt brings oven-like warmth to the
coldest days. Don’t let the slim profile fool you, the Kiln Mitt is backed by
GOLD Insulation so you can keep riding long after your phone dies and the
out-of-towners hit the lodge. As versatile as the women who ride it, the
Kill Mitt is up for first chair but still knows the value of the sleepy Sunday
afternoon powder stashes.

The Astoria Glove likes short walks to the car, surfy turns and
bottomless good times. A mid-weight option for riders who want
stylish protection and mobility to lap the gondola and rip groomers.
Breathability and waterproofing are two critical elements to any glove
design and the Astoria has both in spades; blending ride all-daywaterproofing with GOLD Insulation for glove that keeps the good
times rolling.

• GOLD+ Insulation: high warmth from a blend of Hyperloft and Thinsulate,
with more on the back of the hand for women
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• Hipora 3000 Waterproof Insert
• Synthetic shell with overcuff design
• Double stitched palm for extra durability

WARMTH

• GOLD+ Insulation: high warmth from a blend of Hyperloft and
Thinsulate, with more on the back of the hand for women
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• HiPora 3000 Waterproof Insert
• Synthetic leather shell with overcuff design
• Double stitched palm for extra durability

WARMTH

• 5° F to 40° F (Minus 15° C to 5° C)

• 5° F to 40° F (Minus 15° C to 5° C)

BLACK
HONEY
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PURPLE

TEAL

PRINT

PURPLE

TEAL / GREY

Women’s Graphic Mitts
Party time all the time
From park laps to summit missions, the Tequila Sunrise and Gobi
Mitts bring warmth and style with a fresh graphic print. Backed by our
GOLD Insulation, these stylish mitts are a favorite of riders who want a
breathable, quick-drying mitt without excess bulk.

Gobi Mitt

• GOLD+ Insulation: high warmth from a blend of Hyperloft and
Thinsulate, with more on the back of the hand for women
• 3D Precurved Fit—anatomically correct for hand comfort
• HiPora 3000 Waterproof insert

• Double-stitched palm seams for durability
• Water-resistant Knitted Cuff

WARMTH
• 5° F to 40° F (Minus 15° C to 5° C)

Tequila Sunrise Mitt

GOBI

SUNRISE
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• PIECES FOR RIDING WHEN THERE’S NO NEED FOR OUTERWEAR

• PIECES FITTED FOR RIDING AND APPOINTED WITH SHRED-SPECIFIC FEATURES

• PIECES APPOINTED WITH WIND-PROOFING

• PIECES THAT ARE JUST AS HAPPY OFF HILL AS THEY ARE ON HILL

ANORAK
HALF-ZIP INTO LIGHTWEIGHT
PARTY BOARDING
New for 2018 we’ve added a snowboard-specific
anorak for shredding with the crew. With the
windproofing in the shell, we’ve lined the interior
with brushed flannel for more warmth and comfort
when that spring wind still has a bite to it. Armed
with zippered pockets and media-management
features to keep your shit organized and protected
while you are on the hill. Built to ride, but destined
to become a go-to daily piece.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riding Fit
Windproof nylon shell with Waterproof Laminate
Flannel Lining
DWR Waterproofing
Adjustable 3-Panel Hood
¼ Front Zip and ¼ Side Zip
Interior Zippered Pocket
Headphone Port and Cord Loop
Zippered Kangaroo Pocket
Key Clip
Velcro Wrist Closure

BLACK
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Riding Shirt
RUGGED BUTTONEDUP CONSTRUCTION
WITH RIDING TECH
UNDER THE HOOD
Some days, when the temps are
mellow and the sun is shining, we
want to shred in something other than
our daily hoodie. So we built a shirt
out of super durable canvas and lined
it with our 4-way stretch windproof
technology to keep you comfortable
on the lift or blasting Mach 5. One
shirt for chainsawing a new feature,
changing the oil in the truck, or
shredding with the crew on one of
those perfect April days.
• Riding Fit
• 100% Cotton Canvas Exterior
• 4-Way Stretch Lining with
Windproof Laminate
• Chest Pocket
• Cuff Closure

Coach’s
Jacket

LIGHTWEIGHT RIDING APPAREL

TAN

MEAT AND POTATOES
STYLING, APPOINTED
FOR SNOWBOARDING
From pushing around town to
rolling laps at the hill, our Coach’s
Jacket takes the traditional design
and arms it with features designed
to manage weather. Fitted for
snowboarding, this piece also
includes DWR coating, music
management details and zippered
pockets for keeping your stuff tight
on the hill.
• Riding Fit
• Windproof nylon shell with
Waterproof Laminate
• Flannel Lining
• DWR Waterproofing
• Headphone Port and Cord Loop
• Zippered Hand Pockets
• Key Clip
• Velcro Wrist Closure

BLACK
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TEAM

Riding Pullover
Hoodie
THE ORIGINAL HOODIE DESIGNED FOR
RIDING, UPGRADED
We created the Riding Hoodie for those days that we want to
ride in a hoodie and leave the outerwear in the car, even when
it’s a cold, mid-winter park session. To give it a traditional feel,
we start with a cotton-blend outer material, but then we arm it
with weather-proofing features. Our windproof 4-Way Stretch
Lining keeps the bite of the cold away, while DWR and a longer
riding fit help keep you dry. New for this year, zippered mesh
pit zips let you cool off when you want, and trap warmth in
when you don’t.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LIGHTWEIGHT RIDING APPAREL

BLACK

SYNDICATE

KNUCKLE DRAGGERS

ARMY
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Riding Fit
4-Way Stretch Lining with Windproof Laminate
DWR Waterproofing
Zippered Mesh Armpit Vents
Zippered Kangaroo Pocket
Thumbholes
3-Panel Hood
Headphone Port and Cord Loop
80/20 Cotton-Poly Blend
Key Clip

BLACK

LIGHTWEIGHT RIDING APPAREL

BLACK

Riding Zipped Hoodie
RIDING HOODIE TECHNOLOGY AND FIT, FOR THOSE TIMES YOU WANT TO ZIP
Some of us prefer a zip-up hoodie for how they fit and feel. So we armed a zippered construction with our Riding Hoodie
weather-battling technology to let you ride in cold temps in a traditionally-styled design. With a zipper down the front of the
piece, it is more naturally vented than the pull-over to make it ideal for warmer temperatures. Powered by our windproof
laminate, DWR waterproofing, zippered mesh pit vents, and our longer riding fit.

• Riding Fit
• 4-Way Stretch Lining with
Windproof Laminate
• DWR Waterproofing
• Zippered Mesh Armpit Vents
• Zippered Kangaroo Pocket

•
•
•
•
•

Thumbholes
Adjustable 3-Panel Hood
Headphone Port and Cord Loop
80/20 Cotton-Poly Blend
Key Clip
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With the MT Collection , we’ve created a line of
hoodies that are built to be laye ring pieces on
the hill, and happily stay on your body whe n
you’re hanging ou t après .

e

mt

n

c t

c o

l l

i o

The MT Heated
Hoodie
TURN ON THE HEAT TO RIDE IN ANY
TEMPERATURE
Our MT Heated Hoodie is the perfect choice for all kinds
of things. When it’s 5 degrees out, the Heated Hoodie lets
you turn on the heat under your outerwear shell and be as
happy as if it was 25 and sunny out. When it’s 40 degrees
and sunny and you just want to run a hoodie, it lets you
add warmth to balance the wind chill that cuts through
cotton. And when the sun sets on a spring parking lot hang,
and the air get a bite to it, the MT Heated Hoodie lets you
comfortably hang out for another round or two.
• Heating System

Riding Fit
DWR Waterproofing
Zippered Hand Pockets
Thumbholes
Adjustable 3-Panel Hood
Headphone Port and Cord Loop
100% Poly Outer Fabric
Flannel Lining
Key Clip

TECHNICAL RIDING APPAREL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

- 4 Settings: 0ff, Low, Medium, and High
- 6-7 Hours per charge
- Heat Panels on Chest and Back

BLACK

The MT Zip Hoodie
ZIP-UP STYLE WITH THE
FUNCTIONALITY TO RUN ON THE HILL
For those riders who prefer a zip-up hoodie for how they
feel and function, the MT Zip Hoodie delivers our technical
hoodie package of fabric that functions and features that
make the day on the hill better. The longer Riding Fit needs no
explanation if you grab snowboards and finer details like the
Pass Pocket and the media management system keep your
necessities organized.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riding Fit
DWR Waterproofing
Zippered Pass Pocket
Zippered Hand Pockets
Thumbholes
Adjustable 3-Panel Hood
Adjustable Bottom Hem
Headphone Port and Cord Loop
100% Poly Outer Fabric
Key Clip

CHARCOAL
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M T C O L L E CTI O N

2 018

The MT Pullover
Hoodie
THE TECHNICAL LAYER
PIECE YOU WANT TO WEAR
EVERYDAY
Fitted with a technical construction and a longer
cut for snowboarding, the MT Pullover is piece
designed for layering that you are just as happy to
throw on for the skatepark or your local watering
hole. Features like our moisture-wicking fabric,
DWR waterproofing, multiple zippered pockets, and
a media-management system drive the everydayon-the-hill functionality.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riding Fit
DWR Waterproofing
Zippered Kangaroo Pocket
Zippered Pass Pocket
Zippered Hand Pockets
Thumbholes
Adjustable 3-Panel Hood
Adjustable Bottom Hem
Headphone Port and Cord Loop
100% Poly Outer Fabric
Key Clip

TECHNICAL RIDING APPAREL

CHARCOAL / BLACK

NAVY / CHARCOAL

The MT Crew
THE GO-TO PIECE FOR
EVERYDAY IS POWERED TO
LAYER UP
A crew with a purpose, we design our MT
Crew to bring performance to the way we
want to dress. Insulating while wicking
moisture, this piece has a host of design
features and details specific for shredding
snowboards. The crew design with no hood
makes it perfect for running between your
baselayer and your outerwear.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riding Fit
DWR Waterproofing
Zippered Chest Pocket
Zippered Hand Pockets
Thumbholes
Adjustable Bottom Hem
Headphone Port and Cord Loop
100% Poly Outer Fabric
Key Clip

CHARCOAL

CHARCOAL / BLACK

NAVY / CHARCOAL

The first layer against your body needs to be a technical piece to keep you super comfortable in all temperatures. When it’s cold, you need technical
performance to keep you warm and when you get hot, you need technical performance to keep you dry. Powered by our ThermalWick fabric, our baselayer
insulates while wicking away moisture. Then our art team makes sure you’re happy to wear it around the lodge.

Arctic Hoodie
Using our ThermalWick Arctic Weight Fabric, we’ve
built this design for riders in the colder spots. A
built-in hood integrates with your beanie or helmet
to provide seamless face and neck protection.
•
•
•
•

Riding Fit
ThermalWick Arctic Weight for added warmth
CorrectFit Hood
Thumb Holes

Mountain Pants
For the standard temps you’ll find in the winter,
our Mountain Pants manage your warmthand-moisture system perfectly. Fitted to grab
snowboards.

ONYX

BASELAYER

• Riding Fit
• ThermalWick Mountain Weight for
everyday warmth

ONYX

Mountain Crew
With a design for hanging out after a solid
powder mission or park session, our Mountain
Crew uses ThermalWick Mountain Weight Fabric
and a long cut to keep you comfortable, warm
and dry from 6:00 am to 6:00 pm.
• Riding Fit
• ThermalWick Mountain Weight for
everyday warmth
• Thumb Holes

ONYX

BAJA
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HEADBAG

TWO-PART FACEMASK

Thermal wick / fleece

Thermal wick

BLACK

TAN

BLACK

STANDARD FACEMASK

BEANIE BALACLAVA

Thermal wick

acrylic

BLACK

BLACK

NECKTUBES
Thermal wick

SMOKE
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CAMO

CAMO

WARPED

OXBLOOD

WARPED

SNOWBOARDING
SOCKS

With toe, foot, and ankle-area features designed specifically for the movements of snowboarding, we’ve
engineered our new line of F.I.T Socks to improve fit, comfort and foot stability inside your boots.

1

Extra wide elastic cuff designed to eliminate sock sag

2

Extra elasticity on the arch and above the ankle to improve fit

3

Strategic silicon hits on the heel to reduce heel lift

4

Reinforced terry material on the toe and heel for durability and comfort

1

BLACK

HUNTER

2

3

2

4

4

GRIT

ONYX
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Insurgent
THE REVAMPED BACKCOUNTRY
ASSAULT PACK

BAG COLLECTION

• Power Panels for super secure board carrying
• Internal hydration storage and port
• Large main compartment with separate compartment for
avy gear storage
• Internal reinforced protective compartment for keeping
fragile items safe
• Bioformed EVA shoulder straps
• Bioformed waist strap with articulated notches for comfort
• Multiple lash points
• Safety whistle on sternum

BLACK

Park Pack
THE GO-TO FOR THE HILL, THE
CLASSROOM OR THE COFFEE SHOP
•
•
•
•
•

BLACK
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Dual board-carrying straps
Separate laptop compartment
Insulated and water resistant cooler pocket
Foam padded back panel with airflow channels
Multiple stash pockets

Cache

ESCORT

ROADIE

WHY NOT SPEND A SEASON
LIVING OUT OF YOUR BOARD
BAG?

THE ONLY THING YOU
HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT
IS HOW MUCH OF THE
QUIVER TO BRING

THE SHAPE SHIFTER THAT
CARRIES THE WEEKEND OR
THE MONTH

For riders who spend weeks or months on
the road, we offer the Cache—our biggest
and burliest design for keeping all your gear
secure and compartmentalized. Reinforced
handles and skate wheels keep you hauling ass
wherever the season takes you.
• Integrated board scabbard for multiple
board capacity
• Coffin Construction
• Skate Wheels
• Three padded external gear compartments
• Multiple Throw handles
• Duratuff lining
• Fits boards up to 168cm
• Fits boards up to 170cm

The Escort is built for riders who travel
with quivers because no two days are alike
and having the right gear makes all the
difference. Padded exterior compartments
make sure all the necessities are as they
should be when it’s time to gear up.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large, multi-board capacity
Coffin Construction
Skate Wheels
External Tool and Gear pockets
Multiple throw handles
Duratuff lining
Fits boards up to 162cm

The veteran of several world tours, the
Roadie is an adjustable bag that knows how
important multiple carrying options are. Run
it as backpack or as a traditional board bag,
the Roadie is built for mad dashes through the
airport or leisurely strolls to lodge.
• 3D shaped main compartment for carrying a
mounted board
• External drop pocket for small accessories
• Hide-away backpack straps
• Reinforced throw handles
• Fits boards up to 162cm

BAG COLLECTION

BLACK

BLACK

BLACK
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LOGO

street HOODIE

80% Cotton / 20% Polyester

BLACK

HOODIES

knuckle draggers

BLACK
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NAVY

street HOODIE

80% Cotton / 20% Polyester

NAVY

raven

street HOODIE

80% Cotton / 20% Polyester

BLACK

80% Cotton / 20% Polyester

street HOODIE

•
•
•
•
•
•

HOODIES

RK1

Zipped Kangaroo Pocket
Thumb Holes
Zipped Mesh Armpit Vent
Headphone Port and Cord Loop
Adjustable Bottom Hem
Key Clip

RK1
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Logo tee
chest print

HEATHER GREY

BLACK

syndicate

TEAM

chest print

CHEST PRINT

INDIGO

TEES
HEATHER CHARCOAL

BLACK

HEATHER GRAPHITE

HEATHER GREY

KNUCKLE DRAGGERS

varsity

CHEST PRINT

LEft chest

CHARCOAL

BLACK
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HEATHER GREY

BACK DETAIL

BLACK

stay terrified
LEFT CHEST

BACK DETAIL

BACK DETAIL

BLACK

WHITE

RAVEN

BUCK

CHEST PRINT

chest print

TEES

SAND

HEATHER GREY

HEATHER CHARCOAL

GINGER

TOPO

THAT FEELING

LEft chest

CHEST PRINT

HEATHER CHARCOAL

INDIGO

NAVY

WHITE
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LOGO

SYNDICATE

30% WOOL / 70% ACRYLIC
6 point crown / fine knit

100% Acrylic
6 point crown / jersey knit

GRAY

BLACK

BLACK

GRAY

DIVISION

TEAM

100% Acrylic
4 point crown / ribbed jersey knit

100% Acrylic
4 point crown / fine knit

BLACK

BROWN

SAFETY ORANGE

BLACK

BURNT ORANGE

OLIVE

OXBLOOD

OLIVE DRAB

NAVY

HEADWEAR

KNUCKLE DRAGGER

TOPO

100% Acrylic
4 POINT CROWN / FINE KNIT

100% Acrylic
6 POINT CROWN / RIBBED KNIT CUFF / FINE KNIT BODY

BLACK

MUSTARD

CAMO

BLACK

CHARCOAL

DARK TEAL

( DETAIL )
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LOGO

SYNDICATE

DIVISION

TEAM

KNUCKLE DRAGGER

TOPO

Syndicate

SKELTER

5 PANEL

Lightweight Snapback

OLIVE

BLACK

VARSITY

KNUCKLE DRAGGER

NON-STRUCTURED CAP

TRADITIONAL SNAPBACK

NAVY

BLACK

MARKSMEN

TOPO

QUILTED EAR FLAP CAP

FLAT-BRIM SNAPBACK

NAVY

CAMO

HEADWEAR

NAVY

BLACK

TAN

( DETAIL )

SYNDICATE

SKELTER

VARSITY

KNUCKLE DRAGGER

MARKSMEN

TOPO
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Mitt and Glove Technology To Ride Out The Storm
OUR MITT AND GLOVE DESIGN IS FOCUSED ON MAKING SNOWBOARDING BETTER IN FOUR MAIN WAYS:
1. Warmth: With new insulation systems designed for different 		
climates of the world, our first goal in mitt and glove design is
warmth. Warm hands are happy hands.

3. Dexterity: Starting with our 3D Precurved Fit and creating solutions
like the placement of insulation weights, we create gloves with the
ease-of-movement that snowboarding demands.

2. Moisture Management: HiPora inserts, impregnated TechLeather 		
and DWR finishes keep your hands dry by blocking external wetness
while letting your hand’s perspiration escape.

4. Durability: From the use of tough leathers to double-stitching to seam
placement, we build gloves to last.

Rome’S New Insulation Levels

3D Precurved Fit

We’ve overhauled our insulation system for the new collection, using high warmth-to-weight
ratio materials like Primaloft and Thinsulate to power the oven-like power of our mitts and
gloves. To improve dexterity and warmth, we put more insulation on the back of the hand
and less on the palm side

Hands aren’t flat; they have a
natural curve to them. So we
“last” our gloves to build them
in a 3D shape that matches the
hand. To achieve this we tweak
the pattern and the length of
materials create this 3D shape.
With our 3D Precurved Fit, our
mitts and gloves feel like an
extension of your hand, which
means more comfort and more
freedom of movement.

1. Platinum: Our premium level, we use high-warmth Primaloft on the back of the hand 		
and Thinsulate on the palm side.
2. Gold: Found in technical all-winter models, this level uses Hyperloft on back of the 		
hand and Thinsulate on the palm side.
3. Silver: Powering our everyday models, this level uses lofty Fiberfill for back-of-the-		
hand warmth and a lighter level of Fiberfill on the palm side.
4. Bronze: Micro fleece throughout for maximum dexterity on warm-weather days
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TechLeather

HiPora Inserts

We love the dexterity and durability of leather for building snowboarding gloves because
both things are super important to snowboarding. We need dexterity to grab between
the legs and we need also dexterity for strapping in every run. At the same time, both of
these things put heavy use on snowboard gloves. With flexibility and strength, leather is
a amazing for the demands of snowboarding. To optimize leather for the wet conditions
found on the hill, we impregnate the structure of our leathers with waterproofing treatments
so our hands stay as dry as possible.

To drive the waterproofing of our mitts and gloves, we use HiPora waterproof-breathable
inserts in nearly every model to keep your hands dry. Dry hand are more comfortable, and
more importantly, dry hands are warmer when you spend a lot of time in the backcountry.
• HiPora 5000: advanced levels of waterproof-breathability for our premium mitts
and gloves
• HiPora 3000: workhorse levels of waterproof-breathability for the bulk of our line

APPAREL TECHNOLOGY
From the baselayer that you run against your body to lightweight riding pieces, we create apparel that is informed by snowboarding. With materials and
laminates designed to kill wind and keep you dry, our pieces are armed with a fit and features that make days on the hill flow more smoothly.

WINDPROOF LINING

FLANNEL LINING

HEATED HOODIE

RIDING FIT

THUMB HOLES

MESH ZIP ARMPITS

DWR COATING

ADJUSTABLE HEM

ADJUSTABLE HOOD

KEY CLIP

PASS POCKET

ZIP POCKETS
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Diedamskopf, Austria is the home mountain of Max Schulz, Rome’s Marketing Coordinator in Europe
(and it’s the home away from home for Rome people from the US because of the Rome Lodge)
First time at Diedamskopf:
In 1996, when I was 10 years old I got my first snowboard for Christmas and I
remember going there the next day with my parents. Trying to do my first turns at the
beginner lift down in the valley.

What’s special about Diedamskopf?
The vibe is just different compared to many resorts in Austria. There are not many
people riding there and you can find first tracks the whole daylong. Also, it is one of the
resorts with the most snow in Austria.

How does Diedamskopf influence you:
All the tree runs, pillow lines and the endless natural terrain definitely shaped my
riding since I rode my first powder there. Just look at Gigi’s riding –he grew up down
in the valley. For us Gigi was always our hero and we never spent much time in the
park. Diedamskopf’s terrain lets you go find new pillow lines and natural hits.

Best day ever at Diedamskopf?
In March 2010 it snowed for five days in a row. It just didn’t stop. We had over 50 cm
(1.5 feet) of fresh snow every day even on the slopes. I have never seen so much
powder again in my life.

It snowed 30 cm, what’s your go to first run?
The pillow fields which go from the top of the mountain down into the valley. It’s a
vertical drop of 3,000 ft/1,000 meters. Guaranteed smiles, high fives and sore legs.

What non-riding aspect of the mountain do you like the most and why?
Hiking over to the Neuhornbach Lodge owned by Gigis uncle and having a beer on the
porch after a long day of riding doesn’t get any better. After that race down the cat track
to the valley on a wooden sled.

Nub’s Nob is the home mountain of Rich Winnie, Rome’s rep and leader of the Great Lakes Insurgents
What’s your first memory of riding there?
First memory riding there was when we were in 7th grade our school would take
weekly “ski club” trips there. A few of my friends had already been snowboarding
so they had me come along with them. Rode a few hours that night and was hooked
ever since.

What makes Nub’s Nob unique?
It feels like family while you’re there. To everyone and not just a local like me. Whether
it’s the kitchen staff asking about how your runs went, or the lifty letting you know how
jealous he is of the pow lines and face shots you’ve been taking all day; they all make
it feel like a home.

How has Nub’s Nob influenced your riding?
Nub’s Nob has always been innovative when it comes to park features. In the late 90s
when I first started out, they had some awesome and challenging rail setups, especially for the time. Not only that, but they still had great jump lines and two different
sized halfpipes. On top of that they have the best glades in Michigan. So it made me
more well-rounded of a rider.

What’s your stock run?
Mainly park laps with Charles Beck, a long time friend and now a regional team rider
of mine. We will lap the Red lift all day or hike a rail to film some instagram shots.
Sometimes taking a break to go to the front face runs for some speed. Finding natural
trannies all over the place.

First run on a 12” day:
For me, the first run of the day with fresh snow is going to be a run called Smokey. It’s
right under one of the major lifts and it always has a sick wind lip that not many people
hit for some reason. I’m goofy and it’s frontside, so it’s super surfy.

